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Troubleshooting distributed systems is difficult due to the inherent complexities of runtime environments in computing resources utilized by the system. This is exacerbated in open distributed systems where membership of resources within the system is transient, placement of computations to resources is not known before runtime, and resources can be shared across multiple administrative jurisdictions (i.e. multiple independent clusters, clouds, or grids). It is infeasible to expect a user to know about these complexities. To make troubleshooting open distributed systems approachable by a user, the debug output of each individual component of the system (i.e. individual processes and services) must be discoverable and made queryable. However, contemporary approaches cannot provide these capabilities. Instead, they are provided using a novel architecture called TLQ (Troubleshooting via Log Query) which facilitates log discovery and custody for the user and allows them to directly query their system’s debug output. In addition, it links components together when possible, inspired by the architecture of the World Wide Web. Through the lens of TLQ, this work presents a data model for debug output, a comparison of multiple querying approaches, a distributed querying architecture for open distributed systems troubleshooting, and considerations for more effective debug log design.
A distributed system is one in which the failure of a computer you didn’t even know existed can render your own computer unusable.

- Leslie Lamport
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

When my distributed system does something unexpected, where do I look to find out why? As the use of large-scale, complex distributed systems in research and business applications continues to expand, this question has become increasingly important. Beyond the need to fix or optimize a live (and potentially critical) system, the question unveils a greater problem in transparency and comprehension of what goes on in a distributed system. Which pieces of the system are likely culprits for unexpected behavior? How can I access those, if I can at all? How do I make sense of their debug output? Each of these questions need to be answered before we can resolve why the system acted oddly in the first place. When troubleshooting issues on a single machine, all the resources are available to answer these questions. The behavior and its cause are co-located, and this makes it much easier to resolve bugs and problems.

However, troubleshooting a distributed system can be much more complex. It is not guaranteed the cause and effect of an issue are on the same machine. There may be many components (services and processes representing individual parts of the larger system) which interoperate. A hiccup in one component on Machine A can be passed along as faulty input to a component on Machine B and so on, potentially cascading throughout the whole system. Looking at the debug logs on Machine B may not give enough context to figure out that the component on Machine A was the problem.

In addition, distributed systems have added inherent complexity which a single
workstation does not experience. Dealing with the ordering of events and synchronization across machines [69], differing degrees of fault tolerance and recovery mechanisms [71], and determining the state of the whole system at a given time [18] are all added worries which make troubleshooting such a difficult prospect. This is especially true at larger scales where we may not be able to figure out by hand which components did what and where. We use troubleshooters and debuggers to help alleviate the complexities of troubleshooting a distributed system. Each tool we use brings us closer to answering our initial question. These can take the form of live monitoring tools which track the state of all components of a system, log analyzers which attempt to determine what happened after the fact, code injection methods which try to trace and possibly correct issues at the component level when they occur, replay tools which track state changes in the system and allow a step-by-step rerun of what happened, and tools which provide similar experiences to low-level debuggers like gdb or text search and querying like with grep but at scale. These methods each shed more context as to what was happening in a distributed system when it misbehaved.

While these types of tools provide the context necessary to figure out why a system is misbehaving, to varying degrees of detail and success, they are not sufficient for troubleshooting all distributed systems. If we are troubleshooting an open distributed system, the job becomes much more difficult. A distributed system is considered to be open if it has the following qualities: transient membership and quantity of resources, on-demand placement of computation to resources, and independent resource domains are allowed or utilized.

**Transient membership** means resources can come and go in the system. Losing a resource does not break the system, and adding a new one allows it to be utilized. Further, the quantity of available resources provided to the system from each machine is allowed to vary over time. For example, a user could directly log on to a machine. This may preemptively kill any components on that machine, effectively taking its
resources away from the system. Or, perhaps this user is given some but not all resources on the machine, so fewer components may run on it for the duration of that user’s session. Once they log out, the machine (or the resources reserved on it) are added back to the system’s available pool.

**On-demand placement** of computation to resources is in contrast of planned placement. Both are often handled by a scheduler service. In planned placement, each component is meticulously scheduled to land on particular machines before the system begins to execute computations. In an open system, it is not possible to know a priori on which machines each component will land since the scheduler places work on any available machine which fits the requirements of the component. This must be done at runtime, on-demand. Again, machines may come and go, so it is also not possible to plan out where the scheduler should make its placements beforehand.

**Independent resource domains** refer to multiple administrative jurisdictions which may be utilized to patch together an open system. Different cluster, cloud, and grid providers may each provide some of the resources used by the system as a whole. Because these machines are maintained by different organizations, they may not be able to directly communicate with each other. Further, machines from one administrative domain may not know that machines from other domains exist. A user-facing component like a scheduler or workflow manager is typically provided the necessary credentials to communicate across domains, however the majority of system components cannot.

Each of these added complexities makes troubleshooting an open distributed system difficult. A user typically does not know where their components have landed, so they cannot directly look at their debug logs. Further, they may not have direct access to those logs if the machine is either out of the system (and thus unreachable) or if it is in a separate domain which the user cannot access. Typically, a user is only aware of a single component of the system, which is user-facing like a work-
flow management system, job submitter, or interactive dashboard. Everything else is obscured to varying degrees by nature of computations and data changing hands multiple times among machines the user does not know exist. The categories of tools mentioned before are insufficient when used alone because they are at the mercy of these same complexities. They are not given the full context of an open system, so they cannot be used as the primary driver for troubleshooting them.

Figure 1.1. Scientific workflow architecture. The workflow manager (S) acts as a submitter and sends task definitions to the master process (M). The master dispatches tasks to workers (W). Workers run tasks (T) locally. Each component (S, M, W, T) writes to its own debug log file.

1.1 A Notional Example of Troubleshooting a Distributed System

To get a clearer insight as to why troubleshooting a distributed system can be difficult, we demonstrate a notional example. Consider a typical scientific workflow application which is being executed via a master-worker framework. The architecture of this distributed system is show in Figure 1.1. A workflow is composed of tasks which are definitions of work to be completed along with the necessary inputs and ex-
pected outputs. The workflow management system acts as a submitter process which sends tasks to the master process. This master then dispatches the task definition to a chosen worker process (which is typically on some other compute node) along with the input files specified. It is responsible for dispatching all tasks to available workers when possible. Assume a scale of \( O(10,000) \) tasks. Each worker attempts to execute their current task’s command, consuming any input files needed. This will in turn generate the expected output file(s) if successful. Specified inputs and outputs for each task are stored for reused at each worker’s local cache. Since this is a scientific workflow, there most likely exist data dependencies between tasks. As such, tasks are only submitted by the workflow manager when their respective input dependencies are satisfied.

If a workflow fails because one task failed, how might we uncover this? We may use some monitoring dashboard, command line tools like `grep`, or choose to seek through debug logs manually. Regardless, we are most likely given only a piece of the puzzle for finding the true cause of failure. As we dissect the system, we will uncover more and more pieces in an iterative process of troubleshooting. This becomes intractable at larger scales (both the scale of the system and the number of failures).

The workflow management system is typically the only component the user can directly see. We can investigate the workflow management system log to see which task failed and that it was dispatched to the master process. The master process’ log will show which worker ran that task. If we assume we can reach that worker’s workspace sandbox (on another machine), we will see that its log will show the task that failed. We may even be told the task has its own log, or we may have to rerun the task locally and hope we can replicate the failure behavior.

This experience is clunky to the user since the onus is on them to know which logs are relevant to read and where each log is located. Monitoring dashboards and commonplace tools can help to reduce the overall time spent investigating these logs,
however they can only provide their functionality if the locations of each log are known. We assume the user can find each log in this notional example. However, in an open distributed system this is not the case. Since the user does not decide where their components execute (e.g. a batch job system handles this scheduling), nor are they typically told after the fact where these components were sent, an open distributed system adds an additional layer of complexity to this already tedious activity. It would be preferable to have a mechanism which can query the logs at their respective points of creation.

1.2 Effectively Troubleshooting Open Distributed Systems

This work describes an architecture for effectively troubleshooting open distributed systems called TLQ (Troubleshooting via Log Query). When using TLQ, a user is able to access debug output which is transparently advertised to a user-facing client. Through TLQ, we provide mechanisms for log discovery (how to find debug logs), log custody (how to access those logs), and a rich querying experience for linked data (when one log references another) akin to the World Wide Web.

TLQ provides the key services of log discovery and log custody which make it possible to troubleshoot an open system. Servers at each machine used by the system advertise the existence and location of components and their debug output directly to the user, giving them a unique uniform resource locator (URL) for each log created by the system. These servers persist on each machine in the cluster, cloud, or grid, dedicated to monitoring components they are told about. In addition, they take custody of the logs created by components. If the server has permissions, it will take direct possession of the log, redirecting the default path in the component’s command line string to a unique file in the server’s working directory. If it does not, the server will periodically attempt to copy over updates to a local copy. This allows for logs to persist if the component which created it is ephemeral (incredibly short-lived).
Logs tracked by TLQ are periodically parsed, and the results are stored as JSON. These JSON documents can then be queried using the JX (JSON eXtended) language, providing a single interface for all logs. The querying possible with JX allows TLQ to provide a web approach to open systems troubleshooting. By this we mean JX queries can traverse links within one log to other logs, even if they are located on different machines. As parts of the query are resolved, its context may change multiple times depending upon how many links are fetched and evaluated, until a final list of JSON objects is returned as the fully evaluated result. This is accomplished by TLQ’s assigning of URLs to every log advertised to log servers. In short, TLQ addresses the problems of log discovery and log custody while also providing an effective querying mechanism which allows us to answer our initial question: when something goes wrong in my system, how do I find out what happened?

1.3 Roadmap to TLQ

We have introduced why it is difficult yet so important to effectively troubleshoot distributed systems. To further compound the issue, we have shown why troubleshooting open distributed systems is an inherently more complex task. The scientific workflow notional example demonstrates how many different components in a system may need to be investigated to find the cause of a failure (though not all distributed system issues are failures). Further, it shows how tedious looking through logs by hand quickly becomes, especially as the scale of the system increases. Finally, we have provided a quick definition and outline of TLQ.

We will introduce a body of relevant related works spanning the different kinds of distributed systems problems which exist, tools (both contemporary and historic) which have been made to address these problems, and querying mechanisms which are relevant to TLQ’s operation. From this foundation, we provide a specific, observed example of a common distributed system problem: proper resource scaling. We
provide a means of resolving this particular problem (a model called *capacity*) while also addressing how TLQ can provide more extensive support than the originally provided solution (an interactive web dashboard).

From there, we evaluate key pieces of TLQ’s functionality from a fundamental level. We then present TLQ’s architecture and two of its core pieces of functionality: log discovery and log custody. We define what these terms mean, how they help resolve the complexities of troubleshooting open distributed systems, and how TLQ guarantees the functionality of both. We then provide the final core functionality of TLQ: log querying. This is placed into the context of TLQ’s web-inspired approach, showing how TLQ’s JX queries are executed similarly to a request in the World Wide Web. Figure 1.2 portrays the layers of this work’s contributions from most foundational (the bottom) to the culminating results (the top).

---

**Figure 1.2. Concept map for TLQ.**

3. Describe the necessary guarantees needed to effectively troubleshoot open distributed systems, demonstrate the TLQ architecture.

2. Motivate the need for effective tools with a specific class of open distributed system problem.

1. Why distributed systems (especially *open* distributed systems) are hard to troubleshoot.
The complexity of distributed systems has long made troubleshooting them a difficult problem. By introducing parallel components and operations to a system, many underlying assumptions are altered. The concept of a single, unified state does not exist and cannot be reconciled. Concepts such as a unified time scale \cite{69}, taking a snapshot of the entire system state \cite{18}, and keeping a consistent, agreed-upon state \cite{99} (as in the Byzantine Generals Problem \cite{71} and the Part-Time Parliament Problem \cite{70,72}) are all complications inherent to distributed systems. These issues exist not only in clusters and grids but also in clouds \cite{36} which can be even more complex since virtual machine instances in a cloud are generally treated as blackboxes to components communicating with them. Much work has been previously done to explore troubleshooting and debugging distributed applications in spite of these roadblocks which do not exist in traditional, serial debugging \cite{95} noting at that time most users resorted to altering their components to explicitly print out state changes which becomes untenable even at small scales.

2.1 Early Attempts at Distributed Debugging

A comprehensive summary of many issues \cite{15} outlines the aspects of distributed systems which previous, earlier works in distributed debugging have attempted to address. At a high level, these include: proper use of heterogeneous resources, concurrent execution both intra- and inter-machine, keeping sane distributed state information, and recovering from partial failures. Many of these issues (such as misconfig-
urations, fault tolerance, and poor concurrent performance) were also investigated in a longterm study of how to trace complex distributed systems [107] with an emphasis on doing performant tracing to reduce overhead on the system under study.

Recording the execution of a parallel application for later replay has historically been a method for troubleshooting nondeterministic behavior [28, 135] however the overhead for recording complex distributed applications can be significant. An initial work [74] investigated performance overheads for replay systems. Particularly, they demonstrate how polling a component may produce a complete enough history of events to meaningfully replay the system instead of exhaustively logging all events. EREBUS [32] provided an interesting twist on replay mechanisms. Instead of logging all nondeterministic events for an accurate recreation of the system under study, EREBUS executes two concurrent instances of the system. The first system performs as normal (including nondeterministic events which can be affected by monitoring by replay mechanisms). The second system runs in a deterministic fashion, waiting for the first system to produce the necessary state changes which are recorded and fed into the second system’s workspace before proceeding in its execution. Another work [30] examines the then state-of-the-art approach of tracing a system’s execution until an issue occurs, investigating the traces, then rerunning faulty components if needed to reproduce the issue. System replay is incredibly helpful since it stores a complete execution of the system under study. Any nondeterministic factors are captured and can be walked through deterministically within each replay. This is a capability other approaches cannot implement.

Earlier event-based handlers and online debugging tools attempted to provide a similar level of debugging to tools like gdb. One work [126] defined the differences between replay systems and event-based handlers. Whereas replay systems provide only observance of a system, event handlers institute control over the system. When a problematic event occurs, an event handler can stop the system to unpack at fine-
granularity what happened and why. EDL (Event Definition Language) \[10, 11\] was an early attempt at reducing the noise of potentially large logs. A user specifies types of events an underlying trace process records, allowing a user to filter and cluster only relevant component behaviors. This limits the number of breakpoints a user needs to worry about defining.

Other troubleshooters provided their own novel methods of making found problems transparent to the user. Node Prism \[119\] was an early attempt at specifying the scope of debug information that should be collected and operated upon. Node Prism allows a user to specify a set of resources (in this case CPU cores in a large-scale system) and remotely execute debugging commands upon monitor processes of those cores, providing a high level of interactivity at runtime. The TUMULT debugger \[110\] provided a means of creating a global, shared history of events in a distributed system. A key goal of this debugger was to keep all compiled programs as is rather than rely on users to alter their components. Comparing observed state changes to user defined global predicates \[131\] has historically been used to halt system execution when an mismatch occurs. This approach assumes the user knows the bounds their system’s state should be within.

The scale and complexity of distributed computing today makes the use of these historical (and oftern lower-level) debuggers impractical since a user cannot make use of such low-level debugging output at contemporary scale during runtime anymore. This has been noted even in early parallel program tracers \[56\]. Communication delays make it difficult to produce a consistent, traced state of the system. Distributed systems are inherently nondeterministic at scale. By 1993, more than 200 bespoke and commercial parallel program debuggers existed \[96\] providing evidence that troubleshooting distributed systems has been a difficult problem for some time. These earlier works lay the foundation for more recent related works.
2.2 Misconfigurations and Testing

The heterogeneity of distributed systems noted in [15] necessitates a wider breadth of testing software and configuration management. Initially provided misconfigurations and failing to test for edge cases are both common issues for parallel applications. A body of related works [139–141] is focused on investigating the common causes of misconfiguration of a system. These can arise from poor documentation, incorrect assumptions by the developer about user behavior, and incomplete descriptions of the constraints a user can configure. One work [145] extols the benefits of providing simple testing in production database technologies and execution frameworks to find potentially critical bugs. Often times a user is not sure what options are available to them and how to appropriately use them [140]. Leaving configuration in users’ hands without providing tools to help them detect misconfigurations places an undue burden on researchers, especially if they do not have the necessary technical knowledge to troubleshoot their issues manually [54].

Misconfigurations can lead to the breakdown of a complete cluster, like in Hadoop with misconfigurations being the most common cause of failure according to one study [104]. Besides developer bugs, no other category of failure came close to the number of misconfigurations encountered in the observed Hadoop cluster. Concerning troubleshooting Hadoop misconfigurations, one work [103] provides a way to precompute configuration errors in the system. By injecting faults into the system and analyzing runtime logs, failures due to improper customization and setup of the Hadoop cluster by system administrators are made clear. PCheck [141] was created to uncover misconfigurations which could cause damaging failures. PCheck analyzes source code and generates configuration values, seeing which instructions may be at fault for passing misconfigured values. EnCore [146] uses machine learning to find potential misconfigurations in a system. A training dataset of proper configurations are provided, and EnCore is then deployed in a production system. It will attempt to learn
the format of configurations it pulls from environment data available to it. Anomalies and mismatches are reported as outcomes of potential misconfigurations.

Misconfiguration failures compose a critical class of distributed system problems which TLQ seeks to address. We present a type of misconfiguration in Chapter 3 which spurred the development of TLQ. The TLQ architecture is designed to make the configurations of distributed components more transparent, assuming those details are logged. Environment variables and configuration files are two common ways to configure the execution environment of a component, both of which can be easily uncovered when using tracing programs on each component of the system under study. If configuration details are not logged by certain components, general purpose tools like TLQ would not be able to uncover these issues, leaving it up to domain-specific utilities.

2.3 Distributed System Analysis

One popular method of analyzing a distributed system is to inject code into parallel applications or server processes. This could be API calls to some tracing library for example. WAT (Why Across Time) provenance injects code into a single component of a distributed system whereby a user can retrieve a minimal causal history (a hierarchical history of recorded events with explicit cause-effect relationships between events) for any given event meaning only the minimum number of operations required to replay that event would be returned. DySectAPI provides users a means to modify their components to create probe trees (a graph capturing the causal history of logged events). The user modifies their application to make use of DySect’s diagnostic functionality which is passed back to the user at runtime. Iron-Fleet utilizes injected code to verify a distributed system at a small scale such that critical bugs are uncovered before the system is scaled up. The purpose is to prove correctness for a system at a smaller yet non-trivial scale before implementing
the live system at its full scale.

Another suitable method of code injection is the inclusion of global state assertions and event-driven conditional statements. Meld [128] provides a method for users to specify expected outcomes of messages passed between components in a system. A user specifies certain message passing functions in their code as sources which are passed to Meld’s online message verification process. Messages with faulty content or malformed headers are flagged as potential causes of issues in the system. Guard [2] allows for user-defined state assertions of system-created data throughout the system’s execution. Failed assertions are collected and available for user inspection, providing context to which components may be faulty in a system. Panorama [48] provides an API which a user can use to modify individual components. When these modified components encounter a failure, it not only handles the failure as it would normally. It also reports to Panorama, providing a user with real-time notifications of observed failures. Rather than providing its own observers, Panorama relies on a user modifying their system such that each relevant component becomes its own observer of its state. However, these methods tend to favor applications and systems which can be tuned during execution. With many scientific applications this is unfavorable since alterations at runtime may affect results obtained. It is also possible the information the API calls are recording is already logged in the application [136].

Another related technique is not to inject code on a component but rather to inject faulty or noisy messages and events into a component at runtime. One work [100] presents a method of injecting faulty messages into a system as a stress test of components. The primary outcome of this method is the creation of a fault profile database which highlights which types of components are likely to experience faults given certain types of faulty messages which are processed by those components. NINJA [109] is a noise injection tool used to uncover message race conditions between communicating components. It was applied to MPI applications where communication within
a hierarchy of components is essential to ensure work is coordinated and completed properly. One work requires specifying breakpoints and instruction steps as flags for a debugger to log an event which is also similar to direct code injection in its closeness to the source code of the system under study. However, one benefit of these flags is they allow the debugger to be largely system agnostic so long as the particular components being observed allow this level of interaction.

TLQ avoids this code injection approach in favor of monitoring components as they are. So long as they produce some form of debug log and tells TLQ about it, that component’s log will be kept and tracked. This lowers the barrier to entry for users looking to add TLQ to their live system as no code needs to be modified. TLQ can also serve users who cannot modify the source code of their components. Code injection can also be used in tandem with TLQ since it will track the logs and enable querying of them while the code injection will add more details to the produced log.

Another way to analyze a distributed system is through runtime monitoring. This is particularly useful in large systems which run continuously. NetSight monitors at the network level. The packet histories it provides can be helpful in troubleshooting faulty interactions between components. In this case components are network agents (such as a user client and a server) in communication with each other. Another packet analysis method is aimed to assist cloud infrastructure providers with greater transparency regarding the structure of applications running on their resources. The individual processes (and even virtual machine instances) are linked together by the tracer when they communicate (whereas by default they are treated as blackboxes by the cloud infrastructure), providing a clear graph of all connected components in a cloud. SNooPy is a system designed to provide users transparency of network provenance. It provides a user with the causal reasoning for why individual components are in a given state, providing clarity to the effects of interactions between components. ViSiDiA is a framework for capturing snap-
shots of asynchronous networks, building off the distributed snapshot problem first discussed in [18]. In addition to taking snapshots of global state in the network, it also performs a comparison to user-defined predicates of what the state should be. This provides a level of correctness detection in the network useful for debugging faulty messages between components. NetCheck [150] collects traces of communication events between network hosts. It attempts to create a global ordering of events across the network (i.e. create a single state of a distributed system) and compares the events logged to an idealized model. Events that do not match the expected behavior according to the model are flagged as potential causes of issues encountered at runtime. Another network debugger, called ndb [41], provides backtracing functionality for packet histories. Its goal is to make more transparent the origins of faulty or redundant communications of components in a network.

Expanding from networking to distributed systems at large, a survey [108] of tracing distributed systems looks at the design decisions which must be made when designing tracing software. They note there are inherent attributes of distributed systems (such as component interaction which leaves the tracer’s context) and how metadata is needed to link one component’s trace to another to reveal meaningful relationships between them. We provide this need with TLQ although we do not encapsulate this linking process into a single tracing debugger. STAT [6] analyzes stack traces of highly concurrent applications, emphasizing performance given large scale input data. For the user, it provides a scalable visual presentation of call graphs which can be explored, reducing the chance of information overload from potentially thousands of individual traces by collapsing views of traces into more manageable, abstract representations until the user wants to investigate in more detail. One work investigates runtime tracing [120] and correlating related traces together (when components interact). One problem they encounter, which we also experienced with TLQ, is how to overcome parsing wildly different log formats to produce a consistent
view of a system. Pivot Tracing \[83\] allows users to specify at runtime certain metrics in their system. Messages between components are intercepted, and a causal history is built for each component’s state changes. Messages which match the defined metrics of the user are presented to them. They can then filter and group the events contained in these messages for runtime inspection of their system. Another work \[23\] compares a trace of an active component to a reference trace of that component. The reference is used to determine if unexpected events occur in the active component. This was applied specifically to the case of a user moving their system from one platform to another, where environmental differences can greatly affect outcomes of a system.

One work \[9\] extends a traditional debugger (Ladebug) to parallel applications. This debugger works at the system level, providing the user with stack traces of the components in their system. An emphasis is placed on aggregating similar messages in the traces so as not to overwhelm the user. One work presented a utility which merges stack traces \[75\] in order to identify performance bottlenecks and sub-optimal configurations of a petascale system. BorderPatrol \[61\] is a system which collects traces of components, creating links between components which interact. Each traced process is considered a blackbox, and BorderPatrol’s only interactions with it is to consult its internally produced trace log. Dapper \[117\] is a tracing infrastructure to realize causal and temporal traces of system events. The goal is to make clear the links between components at Internet scale, focusing primarily on network communications between components across machines but allowing a variety of events to be logged. Fay \[26\] is another platform for collecting component execution traces. Fay collects traces across a system by way of probe modules. These modules report traces to a centralized, user queryable aggregation of log data. PGDB \[25\] provides a low-level, `gdb`-like experience for MPI applications. Data from distributed backtraces are sent to a front-end machine to provide user interaction which is conceptually similar to TLQ’s querying mechanism.
TLQ makes extensive use of system level component traces though it is not itself a tracing system. Nor is its primary function to gather traces at a central location. We present in Chapter 5 how tracing components’ executions is beneficial to troubleshooting distributed systems and later apply this to TLQ specifically in Chapters 6 and 8.

While runtime tracing and reporting is beneficial for presenting the state of the system at any given time, other tools provide more interactive debugging or provide higher-level alerts of faults in the system under study. Falcon [78] creates a network of spies (watchdog processes monitoring components). When a spy process detects a failure, Falcon is made aware. If needed, Falcon has permissions to kill faulty components for the preservation of the system as a whole. Dustminer [60] provides troubleshooting for bugs in a network of sensor devices. Particularly, it uncovers repeated series of events which are accompanied by faulty behavior, allowing a user to see the series of events which may be producing a bug. Ganesha [93] attempts to provide logging of communication endpoints between blackboxed components in MapReduce systems. Machine learning was applied to training data to instruct Ganesha of ideally operating Hadoop applications. Components in a live system which do not conform to the conditions of the training data are flagged to the user as potential causes of failure without having to alter the components’ code (maintaining they are blackboxes). One approach [134] provides real-time log parsing to discover links between components in a system. These links and the logs containing them are inserted into a graph representation of the system. These logs can then be more effectively mined for debug information, similar to how TLQ provides log discovery and log custody (presented in Chapter 6). Tools which can make use of the links between logs can take advantage of the graph structure to investigate relevant, related components when looking for the cause of failures.

SAMC (Semantic-Aware Model Checking) [77] is a principle for discovery of bugs
in cloud systems. Messages between components are intercepted by SAMC. Generic patterns for message types are used to determine if a message contains faulty state information. If so, it is flagged as a potential cause of failure. SAMC tracks how many times this flagged message occurs in the system, producing for the user a summary of the most common faulty messages rather than providing all faulty messages (avoiding information overload). DEMi [112] is a tool for minimizing the amount of log data presented to a user when troubleshooting a faulty execution of a system. When a fault occurs, the components involved are re-executed (if possible). The original faulty execution is compared to the re-execution. If the fault occurs again, that component is provided as a potential cause of the fault rather than providing the user with a log of all component events. One work [27] provides a comparison check to find data dependence faults in distributed applications. A serial implementation of the application is run alongside the distributed system under study as a reference where all data dependencies are satisfied since all data exists in the same locality. When data races or atomicity violations occur during execution, the user is notified.

SEI (Scalable Error Isolation) [13] is an algorithm for detecting arbitrary state corruption. State corruption can result in disastrous consequences as faulty state does not necessarily lead to outright crashes of components. Instead, faulty state can propagate across a system, doing more damage. Beyond detection, SEI also prevents data corruption from propagating through a system. One work [3] seeks to provide monitoring capabilities for OpenStack cloud systems. This monitor observes logs of multiple critical components in the system and alerts a user when a fault occurs. The emphasis is placed on components which would halt the system if a failure occurs as opposed to all components. D^3S [81] takes user provided predicates for the system under study. At runtime, component events which do not conform to these predicates are flagged. These events, called violations, are collected at a centralized log along with the state which was altered by these events. BigSift [34, 35] is designed to
create data provenance graphs for big data applications. Its goal is to identify faulty outputs created by components in a live system and provide the provenance history for them, making these faulty outputs transparent to a user at runtime rather than after the fact.

Lowgo [80] records dependencies between functions executed in cloud services. Users define calls to Lowgo’s reporting mechanism in their serverless functions. These calls log when a function is executed. The log of these calls is used to create a causal history among the components of the system (including serverless function executions) which can then be investigated by the user. Antfarm [55] assists virtual machine monitors with system level events across virtual machines. A specific type of error, a mismatch between the virtual machine monitor’s logging and an event occurring in the operating system, is made clear by Antfarm which provides transparency about processes in VMs. This allows the virtual machine monitor to more accurately log operating system events. CloudRanger [133] performs root cause analysis of cloud systems. It first analyzes logs for anomalies then creates a causal history of what led to that anomaly, allowing a user to identify with a high degree of certainty the root cause of an issue.

With TLQ, runtime analysis tools like those presented can be applied to open distributed systems whereas before many could not. Many works constrain their scope to well-defined system architectures or specific live systems. It should be noted that TLQ does not perform any application-specific log analysis as that would add undue complexity to its architecture (and other domain-specific tools may more readily provide that functionality when used with TLQ). Rather, when relevant, traditional and distributed debugging tools can be run alongside TLQ’s architecture, with TLQ providing the locations of components allowing the runtime tools to perform their jobs in an open system.

A final method for analyzing a distributed system is after-the-fact log analysis.
Many log analyzers are geared toward monitoring resource usage by an application or for an entire system. Causal history analysis, which explores the history of component interactions and how unique sequences of interactions trigger specific events in a system, is a well understood technique for extracting potential sequences of events which may be the culprit(s) of failures in distributed systems and can take the form of event replay after-the-fact.

BITE [111] is a debugger which collects a history of component events for after-the-fact replay. It allows for replaying instructions step-by-step, multi-stepping, and fully replaying an execution of the system. Users are able to investigate the state of the system before and after the replay stage has been performed. Newt [82] is a framework for capturing data lineage between components of Hadoop and Hyracks systems. Users can query the resulting lineage graphs to pull out a subset of components which most likely caused faults, particularly those which created bad output due to using faulty inputs. Actoverse [115] is a debugger for distributed applications using the actor model (in which each component handles asynchronous message passing and no state is explicitly shared between components). It captures events for replay, providing a visual timeline of messages passed between components. The Intel Message Checker [24] is designed to debug MPI applications. It collects traces from components, performs an analysis, and highlights issues with deadlocks, performance bottlenecks, and resource allocation issues through a user visualization. Nemo [90] is a debugger which takes a more hands-on approach. When possible, it not only identifies issues but provides solutions to the user. It does this by identifying root causes of issues through a causal history, drawing the user’s attention to faulty components in the system. SherLog [144] analyzes source code, taking debug logs as input, to identify areas of code which most likely triggered a failure in a system. It attempts to create links between logged events, creating a causal history of the system. Recon [76] is a framework for providing system replay and fine-grain querying. Once a
system has executed, a user can replay the events of each component with fine-grain instrumentation which provides an SQL-like querying mechanism for investigating relationships between components.

Concerning networks in particular, it can help to explore the travel history of packets and messages similar to a causal history of events in a parallel application. One work focuses on making failures in routing packets transparent to the source host [5]. These packet obituaries make delivery failures transparent to a user where they would normally be opaque, hidden potentially many hops outside the source host’s jurisdiction. One work investigates routers as a treasure trove of debug information [102]. The focus of this work is providing a uniform representation of disparate router log formats (which vary between vendors), much like TLQ provides a uniform representation of log data at the component level. One network troubleshooting work presents how to find missing events using negative provenance to determine why a packet might not have reached its destination [138]. This concept of negative provenance is useful when comparing the observed events of a system with the expected behavior, showing when anticipated interactions do not occur.

Causal history is similar in concept to TLQ’s approach to linking related components. Whereas a causal history identifies hierarchical relationships between components (such as parent-child), TLQ’s approach creates links of components which interacted but makes no assumptions about the relationship between those components. This is introduced in detail in Chapter 6.

It is also common to apply some statistical model to the log data after-the-fact in order to extract anomalous events. Supercomputers are known to generate an abundance of system level log data, but extracting useful information from them can be an intractable problem given a large enough scale. One work [40] attempts to provide a more coherent view of these extremely dense log data by categorizing types of events using a Markov random field approach. These categories make the log
output more digestible to the user as compared to investigating the log by hand. This is a goal shared by TLQ. One work examines the difficulty of providing large-scale anomaly detection on system logs of many formats [53]. Their focus was on security violation detection in distributed systems, alerting the user of anomalous events in an interactive dashboard.

LOGAN [123] uses reference models of a system when analyzing system level logs of cloud applications. The user is given a report of normal, expected events and a list of events which resulted in either failure or were otherwise anomalous. Pip [106] reconciles differences between observed behavior of a system and its expected behavior (which is provided by the user). Behaviors which do not conform to expectations are flagged as potential causes of issues. The goal of Pip is to expose unexpected events, which may not necessarily be bugs or failures. PAL [89] is an anomaly localization system for cloud applications. PAL searches for anomaly propagation patterns, tracking down root causes of issues for these cloud applications. Another work focusing on anomaly detection [45] investigated the benefits of applying machine learning to log analysis in order to identify anomalous events. Their methods were applied to system level logs millions of lines long, pulling thousands of anomalous events when parsing through them. CORRMEXT [20] is a framework which analyzes resource usage logs and message logs to troubleshoot issues in clusters. A correlator tool attempts to establish links between resource usage and messages logged, attempting to determine a causal history for diagnosis of problems encountered. Statistical analysis has been applied to performance bottleneck diagnosis at the system call level [58] in large-scale cloud systems. One of its primary goals, like TLQ, is to increase transparency in systems under its observation.

Like the runtime monitoring systems presented, after-the-fact analysis can be applied to open systems when ran with TLQ. Again, we do not provide specific analysis of logs like these works. TLQ is more akin to a lookup system (with robust
querying capabilities of its own) which additional tools can be plugged into in order to provide their own, potentially domain-specific, functionality.

2.4 Distributed Debugging Visualizations

Often, visualizations of distributed systems are designed to show significant results or performance metrics of a parallel application. These visualizations are needed because often raw debug output is not easy to conceptualize [94]. Visualizations make the results, performance metrics, and debug output more digestible. One such visualization tool [33] makes the utilization of resources more transparent to the user. It establishes moments of utilization spread across the logged runtime of an application to provide a rough timeline of utilization. The Pegasus workflow management system [22] has built-in tools and a web-based performance dashboard. This dashboard is also able to pull up specific debug logs for the user on demand for their investigation. Another work demonstrates a compression of a parallel application’s execution trace to show macro-scale behavioral motifs [84]. These motifs are collapsed representations of larger behaviors of an application which can be conceptualized as an identifiable segment of the whole workload. ParaGraph [46] visualizes a multitude of these performance metrics. One of ParaGraph’s goals is to provide these graphs at different granularities (communications, tasks, and processors) which other works do not provide. The focus is generally not on troubleshooting these applications, rather it is to showcase what these applications do and how well they do it.

ENaVis [79] visualizes network activities produced by specific users and applications. This can result in a large-scale connectivity graph of relationships between activities which must be effectively managed. These relationships are based on logged communication which is similar to how TLQ uses messages between components kept in debug logs to establish links between components. Graphs showing performance metrics such as network connections made are provided for user investigation. Mini-
NAM [59] is another visualization for network activities to aid system administrators, this time focusing on packet flows. A relevant goal of MiniNAM is making load balancing issues clear to a user.

By going back further in the literature, one can find a collection of foundational works on visual distributed system debuggers. Xab [12] is one such tool which records events and provides a visual interface showing a monitoring dashboard. Like TLQ, Xab was designed to also interoperate with commonly available debugging tools. In this case, Xab is able to convert its records to formats used by other visualization suites to display performance and resource usage metrics. The MAD environment [62, 64] is designed to perform replay of recorded events like those described previously yet adds visualizations on top. MAD informs a user about their system’s performance as well as displaying a graph of recorded events. ATEMPT [63] focuses solely on visualizing event graphs of recorded events in parallel applications. Specifically, it highlights detected errors from the recorded events.

While the visualization tools presented thus far are helpful for understanding an application’s behavior (which is a great first step in troubleshooting), the level of interaction involved is not adequate for answering the question of why an application returned one result when another was expected. Visual debuggers range in granularity from system event traces to graphs showing process relationships and task relationships, and they can be used to help localize faults in production systems.

One work [21] provides a visualization for localizing faults in automotive distributed embedded systems. These small-scale computers help operate a vehicle system in tandem and are locally networked. When an issue occurs, providing a visualization of exactly where in the vehicle an embedded system has failed is an incredibly helpful form of troubleshooting. In the domain of web applications [16], it is helpful to visualize HTTP requests and failures due to HTTP accesses. Statistical analysis was included alongside visualization to perform anomaly detection of large-
scale web request logs. A more relevant work displays a graph representation of a master-worker framework [97] which displays the shared data across the master and workers and the unique data at each worker. Multiple visualizations are provided to make the structure of tasks executed by the framework and the structure of the framework itself more clear to a user.

Perhaps most relevant to TLQ are visualizations which help increase the transparency of a system’s structure. This includes visualizing causal relationships and logged communications between components. Witt [19] is designed to visualize the execution of serverless applications. It graphs the execution timeline as presented by messages logged during runtime which provides context for the user about the behavior of their applicaiton. Mochi [124] is a visual log analysis tool for debugging Hadoop applications. It graphs the execution paths of each stage of MapReduce applications on Hadoop. These can be represented as specific tasks ran or as the behaviors executed (e.g. MapTime, MapWriteTime, or ReduceTime). SALSA [125] is another visual debugger made for MapReduce applications which focuses on causal traces of runtime events. Causal links are created between jobs which are then graphed in addition to performance metrics of the application. A survey of visualization techniques as applied to system performance [49] covers which visualizations are most descriptive of particular system performance metrics such as memory utilization and call graphs.

A general aim of these visualization tools is to increase transparency to the user (a goal of TLQ) and to highlight points of interest in the system which may otherwise be lost in the noise of the system’s outputs, especially at large scale. One drawback of using TLQ by itself is that there is no interactive visualization of its system under study. The benefits of visualization tools and dashboards are well known (and advocated in these works).
2.5 Databases and Querying Techniques

TLQ uses distributed querying to make it possible to keep debug logs in place across an open distributed system. Database management systems and their respective querying techniques are incredibly relevant to how TLQ is designed. Indeed, choosing a querying language is a critical design decision as it will be the primary means by which a user interacts with the querying engine and management technology. It must be comprehensible by the user, descriptive enough to write useful queries, and must present results in a format which is conducive to the user’s exploration of data. A framework has been established for choosing which query language best fits a use case. This framework names a few significant considerations such as the importance of the language’s grammar, how queries are formulated, its usability, and its interaction model with a user.

The first iterations of TLQ were implemented using traditional database management technologies to varying degrees of success. Both SQL and NoSQL management technologies were used. Their performance and approach relative to each other have been extensively compared and are well understood. The high flexibility of NoSQL technologies is noted however traditional relational database technologies they investigated offered faster overall performance.

SQL variants have been demonstrated to be effective at large scale. In the case of Spanner, a NoSQL, schema-free management system was replaced at Internet-scale in exchange for the raw performance afforded by SQL. SQLGraph is a technology which marries the relational database approach and graph traversal algorithms. They effectively store large-scale data in graph form while efficiently querying it with SQL. We show SQL applied to TLQ in Chapter 7.

The performance benefits of caching data at scale and tracking data provenance are well understood. Couchbase is a database technology which focuses on effective caching of distributed, big data records stored in memory. P2 is a diagnos-
tic system which performs tracing on a distributed system with built-in, performant querying of a cached database of logged events. While important, such performance considerations are not directly addressed in this work as they are outside the scope of TLQ’s direct application.

Provenance debugging (querying the lineage of which processes led to data being created) is an effective method of finding root cause(s) of events in a distributed system. TLQ enables provenance troubleshooting inasmuch as the underlying debug logs created can be used to inform a user about the causal history of events. The SPADE project [31] provides a querying interface for decentralized data, like TLQ. Their focus is exclusively on provenance information. ExSPAN [148] also provides querying of provenance data however at larger, Internet-scale. In order to optimize their work, the authors investigated caching policies to reduce query roundtrip time. ProvBase [1] is a provenance storage and querying system designed specifically for scientific workflows which places provenance data at storage nodes on a network which clients can query.

Property graphs, a representation of system components tracking their properties (key-value pairs) and links to other components, have been the basis for multiple querying engines. PGQL [130] applies SQL-like syntax to property graph traversal like [122] however they focus on finding paths and determining reachability of records. Quegel [147] is designed as a property graph traversal and reachability querying engine focused on performance issues of traversing large graphs distributed across multiple machines. GoDB [50] thoroughly investigates common performance bottlenecks of property graph traversal engines such as pre-fetching data, queries performing in a distributed fashion, query path costs, and network communication costs. A similar approach creates links between hardware component interactions [91], making as few assumptions as possible about log structures, which can then be queried. In TLQ, we focus on software components and their interactions rather than hardware.
GraphQL [43] is a ubiquitously used property graph traversal engine which allows the developer to design their own query resolution mechanics which operate on top of the underlying GraphQL system. This flexibility was utilized in another early iteration of TLQ. The property graph approach is similar to TLQ’s data model (presented in Chapters 6 and 8) which keeps track of links between components when interactions are logged and stores key-value pairs of metadata about each component.

In early prototypes of TLQ, we explored using SQL, NoSQL, and a graph traversal engine (directly applied to property graphs of debug information) as querying engines. However, we found the provided functionality did not meet the needs of TLQ nor did they apply cleanly to open distributed systems. As a consequence, we expanded the JX (JSON eXtended) [114] language to drive TLQ’s querying capabilities. Its straightforward and easily modifiable implementation allowed for fine-tuning a query language which matched the open system use case. We discuss our choice of JX as the query language for TLQ in Chapter 7 which is compared to SQLite [92], RethinkDB [132], and GraphQL [43] as alternative implementations.

2.6 Semantic Web

The Semantic Web [14] is an expansion of the World Wide Web formally proposed in 2001. The goal is to encode metadata necessary to allow machines to reason over web data, uncovering the semantics of given data by exploring its relationships to metadata documents and other data. This includes expressive ways of storing data on the web, efficient querying mechanisms, and creating ontology networks [113]. These ontology networks provide taxonomies and classifications of data similar to class hierarchical structures in many programming languages.

Multiple languages have evolved to express semantic information about web content [4]. These languages primarily have three core mechanisms: provide descriptions of the concepts of a domain (classes), describe the relationships between concepts
(which may be hierarchical), and provide constraints on what can be expressed. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [87] is a metadata model which enables web ontology. RDF data is represented by uniform resource identifiers (URIs). Expressions are made about data in the form subject-predicate-object where the subject is the data (called a resource in RDF), the predicate is the attribute of that resource being described, and the object is the value associated with that predicate. Multiple subject-predicate-object expressions can be made about any given resource. OWL [47] is a family of languages designed to represent ontologies. OWL provides the structure for how knowledge can be represented. In the Semantic Web, this means providing structure for resources and their relationships. OWL is designed to extend RDF’s vocabulary, providing greater structure and descriptiveness of semantics associated with resources.

Effective querying methods built on top of these languages and semantic representations provide functionality to the data model. RDF establishes a graph representation of resources (specified by URIs) which are queryable. SPARQL [8, 29] is a Semantic Web query language for RDF. Its syntax is purposefully similar to SQL in that explicit relationships between resources enable rich queries to traverse the graph of resources. Starting with an initial class of resource (such as novels), a SPARQL query can traverse relationships (such as genre, author, or publisher) to find other resources within the same class (e.g. another novel by the same author) or to traverse different classes (e.g. the author was also an inventor and published multiple patents).

The goal of formalizing meaningful relationships between data is shared by TLQ though applied to debug logs rather than web documents. Further, the source of these debug logs may not have the necessary information to encode these meaningful relationships (or may choose not to include it) in debug output. TLQ makes a best effort attempt to find links between components from the information given to
it whereas the Semantic Web and web ontology frameworks enforce a schema and hierarchical structure more strictly, guaranteeing the necessary metadata is encoded in web data.
CHAPTER 3

TROUBLESHOOTING DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE USING SYSTEM CAPACITY AS A METRIC

As stated in Chapter 1, not all issues in a distributed system result in outright failure. In the case of performance troubleshooting, a system may be running slowly without an explicit failure occurring. This is an issue of resource provisioning (providing a system with an appropriate number of machines, CPU cores, memory, storage, etc.). When provisioning resources, a user often defines a certain number of resources to provide their system. Underlying mechanisms match the requested resources to the system when possible. However, a user may not know the best scale to run their system, and the behavior of their system may not be transparent enough for them to make an informed decision at which scale to execute it.

Resource provisioning belongs to two classes of distributed system issues: misconfigurations and performance issues. An initial resource provisioning may be provided when a distributed system or application is set up. If this initial provisioning is poorly chosen, the user has misconfigured their system (causing a misconfiguration issue). In autoscaling applications which request more resources or release excess ones, the resources may not properly scale to meet the demand at runtime. This is a performance issue. We investigate the problem of resource provisioning in a master-worker framework, a specific type of distributed system.

We find that there is some logical ideal scale of a distributed system. This is the scale at which some key component(s) become saturated. Adding more resources to the system would over-subscribe the key component(s). Providing fewer than that
ideal number of resources would under-subscribe the system, throttling how quickly it is able to get work done.

This ideal can change over time, especially in heterogeneous workloads, when different pieces of work (such as a job, task, or process) behave differently. We call this metric the capacity of the system and provide a means of calculating it while a system runs. This metric can then be used in the live system to scale up or scale down the number of resources available to that system, giving it only as much as it can effectively utilize. This approach is called right-sizing the system. We show the application of this right-sizing capacity model to a live master-worker system.

Beyond the capacity model, we also uncovered a lack of transparency about the state of the system. We provide two means of troubleshooting this resource provisioning issue within the master-worker framework: a web troubleshooting dashboard which ran in an open system as well as more robust, transparent logging of resource needs [66]. The term application in this work is somewhat synonymous with the term system since in this particular case (the Work Queue master-worker framework) running a research application includes an automated setup stage of the system upon which the application is executed.

We provide this work on the capacity model for master-worker applications and the problem it helps resolve as an introduction to a type of common distributed system issue and how greater transparency of the system’s behavior helps resolve it. This further demonstrates, beyond a notional example, how problems which do not result in outright failure can have real, significant impacts upon a distributed system. TLQ (examined in detail in Chapter 6) expands upon this work by being applied to distributed system troubleshooting in general, provides interactive querying capabilities of the system at runtime, and ensures short-lived components (a common occurrence in master-worker applications) have their debug logs maintained for closer inspection.
3.1 Problem Introduction

Researchers have come to rely on clusters, clouds, and grids to analyze and collect data on a large scale. However, it is difficult to know the resource requirements of an application at scale. Decisions about just how large the application should be scaled often have to be made by the researcher. This can lead to cases of requesting too few resources to get their work done in a timely manner or asking for too many resources and blocking other researchers from getting their work done.

When executing distributed applications, users will often under-provision or over-provision their work by orders of magnitude. For example, users request resources on ten cores for an application that should be using thousands. This prevents them from getting their research done as quickly as it should. Conversely, users also request a thousand cores when only tens could be used effectively. This is a problem for the cluster since other users have to wait in the queue while their peer is holding onto almost a thousand completely idle cores. In this case, the productivity of an entire cluster can grind to a halt without intervention from a system administrator.

In principle, a user could run their application multiple times with varying resources in order to discover an appropriate resource provisioning. This is not useful in cases where the data from the application does not need to be processed more than once. It is especially detrimental when the user is charged for computation such as infrastructure-as-a-service platforms. Having to re-run the application to find an appropriate resource allocation can quickly rack up cost. It also slows down the rate of their research. It would be preferable to run the distributed application only once to discover an appropriate number of resources and dynamically provision them throughout the application’s lifetime.

We present a method for dynamically calculating the number of computational nodes which can be effectively utilized by a master-worker system. This model is called the capacity of the application. This method provides the benefit that the
application does not have to be rerun, and approximations of the true value of capacity are easily obtained as tasks are executed. This model prevents waste on idle resources from over-provisioning which can in turn save users money and allocation time in the case of infrastructure-as-a-service platforms. It also increases throughput if an application experiences initial under-provisioning. The capacity model was previously evaluated with four distributed applications [66].

We also present a web-based troubleshooting tool for researchers to diagnose common resource provisioning issues in their applications with the goal of providing a transparent and informative interface to help users understand the behavior of the application at run time. The capacity model, along with basic performance metrics, provide the basis for simple visualizations which make resource issues readily apparent. The model and performance metrics also inform a troubleshooting recommendation system which provides the user with actionable steps to address potential problems.

3.2 Capacity in a Master-Work Architecture

Distributed applications executing in a master-worker system was the focus of the capacity model’s implementation. In a master-worker framework, a master process serves as a centralized controller of worker nodes and is responsible for coordinating workers and feeding them tasks (shown in Figure 1.1 in the notional example from Chapter 1). In fact, it is most often the only piece of the system the user can see. Workers are processes scheduled to cluster, cloud, or grid nodes which persist so long as they receive work from the master. The master submits work to be done, called tasks, along with any necessary input data for that work. After executing their current task, a worker will provide the master with any specified output. The scalability of this application framework comes from the number of workers the master can sustain given resource availability. With fewer workers, the magnitude of concurrent
work the master can achieve is decreased, but the work will still get done. The reverse is true of being able to request more workers; concurrency will increase. However, there is a limit to how many workers an application can handle.

The degree of parallelism of a master-worker application is constrained both logically (i.e. tasks depend on each other) and practically: it is not always feasible or possible to provide the resources necessary to achieve maximum concurrency. In fact, it is sometimes detrimental for the execution of the application to over-provision it in an attempt to increase its throughput. This is because a distributed system’s architecture creates two intrinsic bottlenecks. First, the execution time of each computation may be limited by the hardware available. If execution time is slow, the master will spend much of its time polling the running tasks, waiting for output. The other bottleneck is I/O time. If transmitting the input and retrieving the output of a task takes longer than tasks take to execute, the master will be stuck sending and receiving data instead of sending out new tasks.

Our definition of capacity builds directly upon an idea first presented in [143] which was then derived on first principles. The presented capacity model finds its roots in the Gustafson-Barsis Law (specifically the scaled speedup model) [38] and initial work on parallel computation speedup [37]. The Gustafson-Barsis Law states for computational workloads, there can exist portions of the workload which will experience a speedup when given more resources. As more resources are provided to the workload, that portion which can experience a speedup will continue to experience greater speedup while the latency of the remainder of the workload remains the same. This idea was later applied to parallel workloads [37].

We demonstrate there is a limit to the scalability of a master-worker application due to the bottleneck of the master process. Chiefly, we consider throughput as the bottleneck of a parallel application’s capacity, so we consider the factors which drive throughput: execution time and I/O time. The model we present is a formal and
more complete consideration of the problem of resource provisioning. In particular, we first note we must weight the most recently completed task heavier than the rest. This better informs us of the application’s capacity at the current state of execution as opposed to an average value computed across the whole of the application’s lifetime. Without this contribution, we would be missing potential to seize more resources or scale down if the application’s current state indicates that is needed. We then implement the ability to scale regardless of cores being requested by the user whereas the previous model [143] assumes each task requires only a single core. We must also track the master’s own think time in the model. This think time is the time needed by the master process to complete bookkeeping, manage resources, and execute any other sub-routines. These contributions allow for a wider range of useful implementation.

3.3 Capacity Model

For each parallel application, there exists some ideal minimum number of resources which, when provisioned, give the application its fastest execution time. If the application is given fewer than the ideal number of resources, it will not reach its maximum parallelism and thus run slower. If it is provisioned more than the ideal resources, the application may run slower due to overhead incurred for managing those resources. At best, providing more resources will neither speed up nor slow down the application. This will, however, be wasting those over-provisioned resources.

Figure 3.1 models the impact upon application runtime from poor resource provisioning. The application modeled in the figure consists of 100 independent, homogeneous tasks. Each task has a 100 second turnaround time. We assume in this model that there is a 1 second cost for managing each additional computational resource. The best run time for the entire application is thus 200 seconds (in the case that all tasks are run concurrently for 100 seconds with 100 seconds of cumulative resource management time). This is shown when the scale of resources reaches 100. Since we
Figure 3.1. Resource provisioning impact. When executing a parallel application, there is a scale of resources which provides the fastest execution time. Provisioning fewer or greater resources will cause a slowdown.

assume there is some cost associated with managing resources, the total execution time will increase as additional resources are added after the first 100. This may not be the case for all applications, but at best adding more than the appropriate number of resources will neither increase nor decrease the execution time of the application.

We can conclude from Figure 3.1 that there is some appropriate scale for each parallel application. To provision above or below that scale will lead to a slower execution time. It would be beneficial for the user if they were able to derive some appropriate scale of resources they should request for their parallel application. We say that the application is right-sized when that appropriate scale is reached.

Now consider a master process that delivers tasks to be executed by worker processes. We can make the following observation with regards to the throughput (tasks completed per second) of the master process: assuming the master process can only transfer data (input and output) for a task at a time, all the workers have identical processing and networking capabilities, and all the tasks have identical execution time $t_e$ and identical transfer time $t_{io}$, then the maximum throughput of the master
process $T_m$ is bounded above as $T_m \leq 1/t_{io}$. The observation easily follows since the system cannot process a single task faster than $t_{io}$. Note that this maximum throughput is independent of the time it takes to execute a task $t_e$. The execution time per task $t_e$ comes into play with the upper bound on throughput of a single worker $T_w$, which is bounded above as $T_w \leq 1/(t_{io} + t_e)$. If the master has $C$ workers, their throughput upper bound, under the conditions of our observation, is $CT_w$.

Let $C$ be the number of workers the master needs such that it is never idle. From the previous discussion, $CT_w = T_m$, and $C = 1 + t_e/t_{io}$. We call $C$ the capacity of the system. Since the master process deals with tasks in a sequential manner, using more workers than $C$ will not increase the throughput of the system. The capacity $C$ is in fact the number of workers at which a speedup curve converges [67].

3.3.1 Dynamic Capacity Model

The basic model above makes assumptions that are hard to meet in practice. For example, not all tasks are identical, and not all computing nodes have similar resources. To deal with these issues, we extend the previous computation to derive an estimate of the capacity.

Let $C_i = 1 + t_{ei}/t_{io}$ be the capacity computed if all tasks were identical to the $i^{th}$ finished task. Using an exponential moving average, a parameter $\alpha \in (0,1)$ is used to weight previous completed tasks against the most recently completed one. We assume that the most recently completed task will be more indicative of the application’s current behavior. In our testing, the value $\alpha = 0.05$ performed well in practice. With $C_0 = 0$, for $i > 0$ and $0 < \alpha < 1$, we recursively define:

$$C_i = \alpha C_{i-1} + (1-\alpha) \left( 1 + \frac{t_{ei}}{t_{io}} \right)$$

With think time $t_z$ per task at the master, the bound on throughput becomes $1/(t_{io} + t_z)$, and the capacity is $C = (t_e + t_{io})/(t_z + t_{io})$. Here we have to be careful. If we limit the number of workers to integral values, we may find the only way to not have idle workers is to have none of them (e.g. $t_{io} + t_z > t_e$, with the floor operator giving 0). We should then execute the application locally since it cannot handle greater scale.

1With think time $t_z$ per task at the master, the bound on throughput becomes $1/(t_{io} + t_z)$, and the capacity is $C = (t_e + t_{io})/(t_z + t_{io})$. Here we have to be careful. If we limit the number of workers to integral values, we may find the only way to not have idle workers is to have none of them (e.g. $t_{io} + t_z > t_e$, with the floor operator giving 0). We should then execute the application locally since it cannot handle greater scale.
\[ C_i = \alpha (1 + t_{ei}/t_{io}) + (1 - \alpha)C_{i-1} \]

Using this dynamic model, we gain better insight into the application’s resource needs. Seldom are tasks identical for an entire workload, so weighting the \(i^{th}\) finished task greater than the cumulative capacity of the previous workload allows us to better adjust when workload changes occur. For example, consider a master-worker application which has two categories of tasks: tasks of type A and tasks of type B. There are an equal number of both types. Assume that both task types have the same I/O time, but type A tasks run half as long as type B tasks. Let us also assume the workload submits all the type A tasks first then submits the B tasks. There will be a point in the workload when capacity will increase because B tasks run twice as long as A tasks. Capacity will essentially double. A more naive model which does not weight the most recently completed task heavier can take awhile to adjust to the sudden change in capacity. There may be a long lag between actual capacity and realized worker acquisition. In our dynamic model, the added weight \(\alpha\) allows our application to realize the capacity change between A and B faster. This in turn will reduce that lag and scale the number of workers quicker if the resources are available. In essence, we present a model which follows the Gustafson-Barsis Law to find the best speedup using an exponential moving average.

3.4 Implementation

We implemented our capacity model in the Work Queue master-worker execution framework. The model can be implemented in any framework where task execution time \((t_e)\) and task I/O time \((t_{io})\) are readily available. Our users run Work Queue applications to scale up their research by breaking up their analysis pipeline into smaller tasks which can be executed concurrently. Work Queue is designed to
scale from $O(10)$ up to $O(10,000)$ cores. The largest scale application using Work Queue has successfully scaled up to approximately 25,000 cores.

The Work Queue master is a process which the user executes on a frontend machine. It is responsible for giving workers tasks to run as well as any input files a task may require. A worker is a process which runs on a batch system and claims resources on a machine for a user’s work. Worker processes persist as long as they are given work to do, and each worker has a local cache. These workers receive input files and executables to run the task if they do not have them in their cache. If the task is completed successfully, the worker waits for the master to acknowledge its success then transfers the output of the task.

The master receives a task report from a worker once a task has finished executing. If the task was completed successfully, the master uses that task report for determining capacity. This task report contains the execution time ($t_e$) and I/O time ($t_{io}$) for that task along with many other performance metrics. These metrics are measured at the worker process and are used in the calculation of capacity as shown in the model. The master also keeps track of its think time during tasks which is added to the task report. We use these times to calculate the capacity of the application, weighting the most recently completed task most heavily as defined in our model. If the task is not successful, the task report for that failed task is not included in the capacity calculation.

The master determines the capacity using the stats retrieved from successful task reports. The most recent task report’s execution time, I/O time, and master think time are weighted more heavily than the rest of the application’s history because we assume that task will be more indicative of the application’s current behavior. After the capacity is calculated, the master submits it (and other metrics) to a catalog server which a utility called Work Queue Factory can access.

In order to request and maintain the appropriate number of workers for the ap-
plication, we use a program called Work Queue Factory to dynamically provision according to the master’s capacity calculation. Work Queue Factory is an application which retrieves periodic information about a master and uses this information to submit new workers for that master. This is useful in cases where workers have idled out in an earlier section of the application but are needed at the moment. It is also helpful in scaling down by not replacing idled-out workers if the master does not need any more. The factory decides how many workers to request by calculating the minimum among the result of the capacity model, the number of tasks currently submitted by the application, and a user-defined upper bound. If the result of this calculation is less than the number of workers currently connected to the Work Queue master, the factory does not request more workers.

3.5 Capacity Model as Troubleshooting Tool

Although the capacity model provides usefulness for our users as implemented in Work Queue Factory and as a simple paper model to gauge an application’s resource provisioning, we also implemented the model as the basis for a web-based troubleshooting tool. This is possible by querying a catalog server which by default every Work Queue master process communicates with in regular intervals. The catalog server is used to match workers to masters, but it also stores basic performance metrics and unique identifiers of the master.

Some of the metrics included in the catalog server are cores, memory, and disk allocated as well as how the master process is spending its time (e.g. sending input, receiving output, running application-specific code). We added capacity to these metrics. We provide these metrics in a dashboard of simple visualizations of each Work Queue master to give users insight into the behavior and current resource needs of their application. Visiting this dashboard is intended to be the first step when a user is troubleshooting resource provisioning issues with their application.
The visualizations are implemented in the D3 JavaScript library. A search function allows for a user to see all their masters on one page in the case that their Work Queue masters are sharing a pool of workers (a somewhat common tactic employed by our users). The master’s metric visualizations are aligned in a tabular style to provide a straightforward dashboard for easy comparison between masters. Each data point of the visualizations provide added details on mouseover.

![Figure 3.2. Visualization dashboard. This dashboard layout of visualizations is based on performance metrics from the central catalog server. Included are a bar chart on worker and task metrics, a bar chart on resource consumption, and a pie chart of the master’s time.](image)

In our experience, this tool has been a good first step in troubleshooting common resource provisioning issues. To make the tool more user-friendly, we have added a recommendation system which will briefly analyze a master’s metrics and provide actionable steps to help the user troubleshoot. By clicking the “Performance Tips” button in Figure 3.2, the tool briefly analyzes the master metrics and produces a list of recommendations for the user. The recommendations are based on the most common factors which would contribute to a master’s behavior. For example, a master which is spending much of its time polling workers (i.e. the master is idle much of the time) is most likely being under-provisioned. In this case, the recommendation system will look at how many workers the master has connected as well as its capacity and
inform the user if they would benefit from asking for more workers. Another common case is a user not providing any resources (in the form of worker processes) to their system. Not only would this be made readily transparent to the user when looking at the dashboard, they would also be informed of this when interacting with the “Performance Tips” button.

3.6 Relationship to TLQ and Open Distributed Systems Troubleshooting

With the capacity model and performance dashboard, we have resolved the issues of resource misconfiguration and runtime resource allocation as they relate to feeding a master-worker architecture with resources. However, there are many other kinds of distributed system issues. TLQ is designed to provide the framework necessary to investigate distributed systems issues in general.

This work introduces the catalog server as an integral part in making sense of a specific open distributed system. As Work Queue workers can come and go, can exist across multiple independent jurisdictions, and are placed on-demand when using a Work Queue Factory process, they constitute an open system of transient resources. The catalog server, in addition to advertising basic metrics about active Work Queue applications, provides a means of giving components in an open system a publicly-addressable name. In the case of the work on capacity, we are concerned only with Work Queue masters. The catalog server can be used to find the location of masters. The impact of the catalog server upon TLQ is explained in more detail later, however this initial work uncovered that the catalog server is itself both a treasure trove of debugging data as well as a means for advertising the existence and location of components in an open distributed system.

The capacity model as implemented in Work Queue can be readily used as a metric for troubleshooting in TLQ. Capacity is not only displayed on the web interface; it is also logged. As discussed in the background of master-worker applications,
the master is also most often the only process directly known to the user in their application, making it an obvious first stop when troubleshooting failures in master-worker applications. Even if a user knows the locations of their workers, it is likely they do not know how to directly access their logs, which is where TLQ can help. By exposing a class of performance issues to the user via the master’s debug log, this class of problems (and their cause) is then made transparent in TLQ as well.
Debug logs are frequently used as a means of capturing state information during system runtime which can be used to troubleshoot misbehaviors during and after the system has completed execution. Each type of log has its own format. Some are meant to be human-readable while others are structured to be interpreted by other programs like tabular spreadsheet editors. A log must contain enough information to be useful in piecing together the history of the component being logged, the important environment configurations and interactions the components made, and whether the component interacted with others in the system. Having examined a notional example and a specific system under study experiencing issues related to scaling, we turn our attention to some important yet tertiary questions:

- Why is a debug log a straightforward means of troubleshooting after the fact?
- What information is useful to store in a debug log for troubleshooting?
- How can a component’s log give enough information to create links to others?

4.1 Why Debug Logs are Important

Logs are typically permanent records of the execution of a system. When a component logs an event or state change, it is typically added to an existing debug log file. Entries in a log are not usually altered once written, meaning the log may only increase in size during runtime (barring garbage collection schemes which prevent a log from becoming too large). Since logs contain a history of state changes per
component, we can use the set of debug logs created by the system as a means for recreating the events which occurred. If a misbehavior happens during runtime, and that event is logged, we can use troubleshooting tools to identify which state changes are likely to have caused or resulted from that misbehavior.

Without creating a debug log per component, the user would be responsible for actively monitoring their system for events at runtime. If they miss an indicator, and no logs are created, the provenance for that event becomes irretrievable. It will be almost as if the event did not occur. Additionally, the system under study may be running at such a scale that the user cannot effectively monitor each component.

Expecting a user (perhaps a researcher not well-versed in debugging) to act as a Panopticon, viewing each piece of their system in detail while it runs, is unrealistic in the best case. At worst case, they may find an indicator but have no means of deciphering its meaning. Keeping logs of events and state changes allows a user to provide experts with the history of their system, proving that misbehaviors did occur and where.

We could address this issue by having all relevant events and state changes be reported as messages to some centralized collector, perhaps on a machine the user can directly access. This would essentially create one debug log for the whole system. However, this approach would fall prey to a few key factors which would negate the benefit of this particular kind of logging. A performance factor to consider is the scale of messages being sent to this centralized collector. The number of components reporting (or the quantity of data being reported) may overwhelm the collector, causing important messages to either be reported with some degree of latency or not at all in the case of a buffer overflow.

Another factor to consider is the ordering of events. When logging is performed locally, each component has a consistent history of events. Creating a shared history of a system is a difficult feat to accomplish \[69\]. Event $A$ may cause event $B$, but
what happens if the report for $B$ shows up before $A$? What if the report for $A$ is lost? This centralized log loses its usefulness. Instead, having each component create their own log is more consistent, in many cases more performant, and provides a more complete view of a system. The issue this introduces is a difficulty in retrieving each log, which is the thrust of TLQ’s architecture (formally introduced in Chapter 6).

4.2 Common Traits Among Log Formats

No matter the format of a log (i.e. structured for human or machine readability), there are some common traits among many of them when effectively implemented. Reporting initial configuration details is often helpful for understanding the runtime environment of a component. Logging information such as local start time, the working directory/directories, the values of relevant environment variables, and known identifiers for a component (such as $jobID$ for a batch system job) are important for effectively reporting a successful setup before a component begins its computation. Often, these initial values have long-reaching effects, so logging them at the beginning of a component’s lifetime ensures the user is able to discover upfront the environment within which a particular component executed.

Beyond gathering the surrounding environment’s state, it is also critical to report internal state changes. As the component executes, key metrics like resource usage may be reported to help a user understand the performance of the component. Progress made toward completing the component’s workload are also useful since they can be investigated by the user to see if a particular piece of the workload is misbehaving. Consider a worker process within a master-worker execution framework, as was demonstrated in the notional example from Chapter 1. It may report progress in terms of certain tasks completed (referenced by a $taskID$) and whether the task completed successfully or not.

The previous two traits are critical for effectively troubleshooting a single compo-
State information about the environment and a record of internal state changes help create a history of events which produced the final state of that component. A user can investigate misbehaviors on a per component basis this way. However, components often communicate with others in distributed systems.

Reporting interactions between components is important for establishing concrete links after the fact. Component A may send a message to component B, altering some internal state for B. However, if component B’s log never reports that it received a message from A, it will be as if that interaction never occurred when inspecting the log after runtime. It is also helpful for all components involved in an interaction to record it in their own logs rather than rely on a single component to keep track. In the case that one log becomes lost or corrupted, there are multiple records of the link established.

Finally, explicit reports of errors, failures, misconfigurations, missing data, and other unexpected behavior are critical for finding issues in a component. If a component misbehaves at runtime without recording that event, it becomes harder for a user to troubleshoot the issue. They would have to rely on the reporting of environment configuration and internal state changes to piece together just what combination of environment and state caused the misbehavior. It is preferable for a component to explicitly report encountered failures (including whether they are fatal) or misbehaviors. Ideally, these reports are logged with or near any relevant log messages about the state of the component when it experienced the issue.

4.3 Recording Links Between Components

Not all records of links between components are the same. There are two degrees to which component interactions may be reported: implicit links and explicit links. Implicit links are less helpful while still providing a user with more information than not reporting. Explicit links, on the other hand, provide more specific, concrete
details about component interactions.

Two components are said to be implicitly linked if a provided log message can be used to discover a link exists between two components without that message explicitly reporting the component being linked. For instance, a log may state that a message came from an IP address and port number, or it may have received some task definition from a master process.

```
{"msgID": 1, "msg": "Request received from 127.0.0.1:9000"}
...
{"msgID": 7, "msg": "Got taskID 23 from master"}
```

These messages may be responsible for altering some internal state, causing a misbehavior. However, the user is not told exactly which component sent this message. They are not told which component is tied to that IP address and port (which can also change over time), nor are they told which master process communicated with the component. The user is given enough information to search for the source, and perhaps they may be successful in collecting enough information external to this log in order to troubleshoot their issue. Providing more information within the log would be a preferable solution.

By contrast, explicitly linked components provide enough information to identify precisely which components interacted and how to find them. To understand a link, the user only has to read the given log. They do not need to consult external information as will often be necessary with implicit links.

```
{"msgID": 1,
    "msg": "Request received from user client at 127.0.0.1:9000"}
...
{"msgID": 7,
    "msg": "Got taskID 23 from masterID A56B at 127.0.0.1:7281"}
```
Unlike in the implicit examples, both explicit link messages contain enough information to tie two components together. In the first message, the type of component (in this case a user client) is identified along with an IP address and port number. Preferably, a timestamp would also be provided to further specify exactly which user client using 127.0.0.1:9000 contacted the component since an address and port combination are not necessarily unique identifiers in a system. The second message contains not only type (a master process) but also that particular master’s ID and its address:port combination. Greater specificity decreases the user’s reliance on finding outside information to troubleshoot their system. We demonstrate how TLQ effectively uses explicit links to make troubleshooting more approachable for users executing an open system in Chapter 6.

4.4 Key Idea of TLQ using Debug Logs

TLQ is an architecture for troubleshooting open distributed systems. It enables effective troubleshooting by exposing the existence and location of debug logs to a user. By knowing where a log exists, a user is able to directly query it in place or selectively retrieve it rather than setting up a complicated mechanism for centrally collecting all their system’s debug output.

Additionally, each debug log is parsed and transformed into a uniform JSON representation no matter the original format of the log. Knowing both how to access a log and its format, the user can then submit the same queries across all logs. These queries are used to narrow down the user’s investigation of misbehaviors in their system, expose important metadata to the user, and provide a means of retrieving any relevant log to the user’s machine.

Debug logs are the data produced by the system TLQ requires to operate. Since each log represents a history of configuration, state changes, and events of a component, they are necessary to keep in order to effectively troubleshoot components both
Figure 4.1. TLQ key idea. The existence and location of each debug log is exposed to a user client. The client is able to directly query and retrieve debug logs existing on distributed machines in their open system.

at runtime and after the fact. A debug log proves the existence of a component in the system and establishes its lifetime relative to the machine on which it ran. It is a single, readable, and queryable artifact of a component’s execution. As such, it is an invaluable resource. TLQ focuses on providing a user direct access to their logs in an open system for these reasons; they are the critical puzzle pieces for performing useful troubleshooting.

As discussed in Chapter 1, discovering where logs exist and making them available are not trivial challenges, especially in open systems. The key idea of TLQ is that the user client should be able to directly interact with their system’s produced debug logs where they exist rather than try to collect all these logs in one centralized location (an at best impractical and at worst impossible proposal). The TLQ architecture provides mechanisms which make this level of interaction possible, enforces unique names for each debug log in the system, and implements powerful, expressive querying
on top of allowing a user to continue running typical command line troubleshooting
tools on their remote logs. Figure 4.1 shows the desired functionality of TLQ: a
user directly interacting with and accessing their logs where they were created. We
present the key performance considerations of the mechanisms fundamental to TLQ,
the basic structure of the TLQ architecture, the importance of choosing an effective
query language, and finally the querying mechanism of TLQ.
CHAPTER 5

TRACING OVERHEAD AND SCALABILITY OF KEY MECHANISMS

The primary results of TLQ are derived from its core functionality: log discovery, log custody, and the web-inspired approach to querying. The effectiveness and correctness of these functionalities are demonstrated in Chapters 6 and 8. Before delving into TLQ, we must lay the foundation of some key performance considerations. Namely those are the cost of tracing a component if it does not produce its own log, the scalability of a server keeping track of many debug logs (a key piece of the TLQ architecture), and the scalability of a user client retrieving data.

5.1 Overhead of System Call Tracing as a Debug Log

If a component does not produce its own debug log, there will be precious few records that the component ever existed. Further, those few records will probably not be able to tell us anything interesting about what that component did and how it interacted with its compute environment. In order to effectively troubleshoot issues in a distributed system, each component must produce some form of meaningful debug output.

If no log is created, we can use a tracing utility to create one for it. We demonstrate how ltrace can be used to fill this logging capability. This can be used to capture the component’s system level environment interactions and system level failures. Although explicit logging by the component may provide more domain-specific context than the more generic system error messages, it provides fine-grained details of its execution all the same. However, this comes at a cost. System calls
Figure 5.1. HDFS architecture. Client processes communicate with the namenode to retrieve file metadata. The client can interact with the file stored at a datanode once given the necessary metadata from the namenode. Data blocks written to datanodes are replicated.

are intercepted, logged, and passed through to the operating system. This increases the overall execution time of the component. We demonstrate this overhead with three utilities: the Hadoop filesystem’s `ls`, a scientific workflow process starting up a concurrent master-worker framework master process and running a workflow, and initializing Matlab.

The Hadoop filesystem (HDFS) [116] is itself a distributed system. There is a centralized namenode which performs metadata operations on the filesystem and determines the placement of data blocks and replicas. Data is replicated across multiple machines connected to HDFS. Performing HDFS’ `ls` operation not only has many metadata operations like the operating system level command, it also participates (albeit briefly) in the Hadoop distributed ecosystem. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the HDFS architecture.

This simple operation has complexity in the backend, which is largely invisible
to the user. Running \texttt{ltrace} captures many of these interactions which may be relevant for troubleshooting. For example, executing this seemingly simple \texttt{ls} causes HDFS to spin off multiple Java processes which in turn each instantiate multiple threads. Some of these Java processes encountered an internal Java error, resulting in their early termination. However, HDFS recovered from these errors without being transparent with the user these processes were terminating. Using \texttt{ltrace} revealed this hidden issue. TLQ (formally presented in Chapter 6) would allow a user to more easily uncover this opaque behavior.

We configured a recursive HDFS \texttt{ls} over 20 directories and 65,500 files. Without tracing, the command executed in 11.80 seconds on average. With tracing enabled, it completed in 15.48 seconds. At the $O(10,000)$ scale, an overhead of 31.18\% is significant. We performed the command non-recursively (i.e. only returning a list of the 20 top-level directories). The overhead for this execution was 34.79\% on average (5.32s untraced compared with 7.17s traced), roughly matching the overhead at the larger scale. Compared to the operating system level \texttt{ls}, we see the logging overhead introduced is due to HDFS’ moving parts. Without tracing, running traditional \texttt{ls} over the same set of files took on average 0.45 seconds while with \texttt{ltrace} enabled took 0.48 seconds (an overhead of 6.66\%). All things being equal, this roughly 33\% overhead on average is the price paid for tracing HDFS’ \texttt{ls} operation which must be paid if troubleshooting HDFS operations since general filesystem commands in HDFS do not have options to log any debug output.

We also demonstrate the Makeflow workflow management system and the Work Queue master-worker framework’s master process being traced while executing a brief workflow. The architecture for this system was introduced in Figure[1.4] for our initial notional example. When using Work Queue as its execution engine, Makeflow and the Work Queue master process are co-located (and are often treated as one logical component though they are in reality two distinct components).
Makeflow executed a workflow consisting of 1,887 tasks. The Makeflow and Work Queue master processes were the only things traced (not the individual tasks). We provided 30 workers to execute it. Without `ltrace`, the workflow completed in roughly 5.35 minutes (321.26 seconds). This short execution time is due to every Java task (a significant part of the work) critically failing early in their respective executions. The reason for this failure is uncovered in Chapter 9.

When Makeflow and the master process were traced, the total runtime (using the same worker processes) was 5.90 minutes (354.26 seconds). This led to an overhead of 10.30% in the execution of the whole workflow. Although this workflow involved plenty of distributed communication, like in the HDFS example, we note using `ltrace` on Makeflow and the master process led to relatively low overhead due to the kind of work being done. Makeflow is in charge of submitting work and input data (via the Work Queue master) to remote workers and receiving output from those workers. When it is not doing either of these two actions, it is either performing bookkeeping or simply waiting.

There are some applications where this added logging has a crippling overhead. Matlab is a program which is both popular among researchers and loads many libraries and files during its execution. It is an ideal application to demonstrate the extreme end of `ltrace`'s effect on application runtime. We ran Matlab and configured it to call `exit(0)` upon successful loading. Although this may seem trivial at face value, we chose to simply start Matlab because of the number of libraries and files it accesses on startup. Without `ltrace`, it took 12.01 seconds to start and exit Matlab. With `ltrace`, however, it took 5 minutes (312.41 seconds on average). We can conclude that it can be very expensive to turn on all debugging options if the application accesses many files (approximately 2,000 in Matlab’s startup). Depending on the depth of logging needed to properly troubleshoot the system, this cost may be unavoidable.
5.2 Scalability of Log Servers

Consider a server which is in charge of two actions: parsing a set of debug logs into a JSON representation and responding to requests from clients to download logs from that set. We discuss in Chapter 6 how these two actions are key mechanisms for TLQ. We first evaluate the scalability of these foundational concepts.

A log server has two inherent factors limiting its scalability: the time taken to parse logs and the storage space required for both debug logs and the parsed JSON. We first demonstrate how parsing time can render a log server unusable at certain scales. We then explain how the log server’s storage needs may be a concern for those with limited disk space (which may rapidly become exhausted by the server).

5.2.1 Parsing Stored Data

One of the most time consuming actions a log server performs is parsing debug logs into JSON. In order to prevent blocking at the server, consider this periodic parsing is executed on a thread. When a new log is added or an existing log is modified, it is (re)parsed by this thread.

We measured the overhead of this parsing using logs of uniform size (but not uniform content). A parser was written to process these logs, transforming each line into a JSON representation and adding some metadata about the file in a top-level JSON object. The data stored at the log server was increased linearly. Each log was 100MB in size and was approximately 68,000 lines long. We captured the time taken to parse the entirety of all existing logs at different scales and noticed a linear increase in the time taken to parse all logs. Table 5.1 shows this linear increase.

If the log server blocked while parsing, no client requests would be answered once a certain scale of debug log data had been stored. Creating a thread to be responsible for the parsing solves only half the problem. At a certain scale, the parsing would essentially be constantly happening in the background. If a user requested some data
which had either not yet been (re)parsed or was in the process of being parsed, the 
user would get out of date information about that log (if the log had been previously 
parsed) or an error that the JSON version of the log does not yet exist (in the case the 
log had not been parsed before). It is also probable that the parsing would rapidly fall 
behind the outstanding logs yet to be parsed, especially if new components became 
actively watched by the log server. In either case, the log server can become an 
unreliable actor. It will be unable to provide (relatively) up-to-date information.

5.2.2 Size of Stored Data

Continuing to use the example of the previous set of logs, we also see another 
limit to the scalability of a log server. Disk space is not only consumed by the debug 
logs over which the log server takes custody. The parsed JSON logs are another 
significant source of disk usage.

Each JSON log is at least the same size of the raw debug log. This is because 
each line of the log is transformed into a JSON representation, and additional JSON 
metadata may be added to the log (which is utilized by TLQ to great effect). If a log 
server is started on a machine with low available disk, the server may quickly exhaust

### TABLE 5.1

LOG SERVER PARSE TIME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logs</th>
<th>Total Size</th>
<th>Total Parse Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>4.87s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>45.29s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10GB</td>
<td>455.59s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>100GB</td>
<td>4,546.88s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the machine’s available disk space even if the machine can store the raw debug logs. Even in machines with a vast amount of available space, the log server may be deemed to be consuming too much for a user’s disk allocation (perhaps breaking some system administrator’s policies). If the server is running in an infrastructure-as-a-service platform, its disk consumption behavior may become costly. This is especially true if the user budgeted only for the total anticipated disk usage of their system without adding in the storage overhead for the parsed JSON versions of each log.

One alternative that comes to mind is deleting unused or inactive log data (and perhaps their respective JSON logs). A server can handle individual delete requests from a user, but assume instead it chose to automatically perform garbage collection periodically. If the garbage collection window is too short, the benefits to a user are negated. They may not ask for a debug log until after the log server has already deleted it. Ephemeral components which have a very short lifetime may have their logs evicted before the user decides to query them, effectively bringing us back to the initial issue of ephemeral components: blink and you may miss them, taking all evidence of their existence with them. If the window is too large, the server may not evict data quickly enough and fill the disk (putting us in the same position as if we did not evict at all).

Since the behavior of distributed systems vary so drastically between each other, it is rational to have each log server retain both debug logs and the JSON logs until a user explicitly tells them to evict the data. In some systems, there may be components which run for hours or days. This necessitates that their debug logs be at least as equally long-lived. Ephemeral components (existing on the order of minutes, seconds, or less) need only have their logs exist as long as they are relevant to the user. Perhaps their impact on the system as a whole is relegated to other components which share some temporal locality with them (e.g. components which existed shortly before, at the same time as, or shortly after the ephemeral component). Or, perhaps
their computation has long-running implications which stretch until the end of the system’s execution. It is impossible to know this at runtime without having significant domain knowledge about the system under study, so it is reasonable that log servers not evict data until told to do so.

5.3 Scalability of a User Client

We have established there exist log servers which parse debug logs and allow users to download logs local to that server. Now we turn our attention to the scalability of a user client requesting those downloads. The client performs queries upon debug logs, pulling relevant information out of them. The relevance of this action to troubleshooting a distributed system is apparent. We provide results for TLQ’s querying mechanism (discussed in detail in Chapter 8.1), however the same concept may be applied to many query languages and evaluation mechanisms.

The primary limit to scalability at the user client is the overhead of performing queries. A query is resolved in three stages: fetch all needed data, evaluate query expression(s), and return the result. Fetching involves contacting a log server and downloading a log to the client’s working directory. Query evaluation time depends on the query language and evaluation mechanism used. Fetching data and evaluating the query upon that data are the two stages which act as the bottleneck to making progress at the client. At a certain scale, queries become long-lived computations. This is not unreasonable since running a query on very large data should be expected to take a long time, however it may become inconvenient to the user to evaluate a query at that scale. The user may instead opt to use command line tools or arbitrarily reduce the size of their fetches to perform queries in chunks.
TABLE 5.2

USER CLIENT QUERY TIME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logs</th>
<th>Total Size</th>
<th>Fetch Time</th>
<th>Total Query Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>3.54s</td>
<td>5.60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>35.79s</td>
<td>55.87s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10GB</td>
<td>385.54s</td>
<td>596.31s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1 Fetching and Evaluating Queried Data

Using the same data generated to highlight the performance limits of the log server, we demonstrate the scale at which using a querying mechanism becomes inconvenient. Table 5.2 shows the number of logs fetched by the user client, the time taken to completely fetch the data, and the time taken to evaluate a query. We use TLQ’s query language (called JX) further detailed in Chapter 7 to ask the question of the logs fetched: In each log, how many error messages were recorded? We end Table 5.2 at a scale of 100 logs. Fetching all 1,000 logs from the log server (which stores the intermediate result in memory) would exceed the amount of memory on the user’s machine (32GB in our case).

We note that the number of logs is a less important factor than the size of each log when evaluating queries. In Chapter 8.1 we demonstrate the JX language effectively querying 1,850 logs with a total size of 278.54MB. However, in this case, each of our logs is 100MB in size. This relatively large log size puts a greater strain on the query evaluation mechanism.

Waiting approximately 6 seconds for a query to evaluate on a log 100MB in size may be quite reasonable for a user. However, we see that asking for multiple, large logs can cause queries to take quite a long time to fully resolve. While this increase
in time is linear, it does not provide much of an interactive, snappy experience for the user. If the user needs to query multiple large logs, they may be better served using lower level utilities than full-blown query languages. However, the user may lose useful functionality desired to do meaningful troubleshooting.
CHAPTER 6

LOG DISCOVERY AND LOG CUSTODY: THE FOUNDATION OF TLQ

So far we have demonstrated that troubleshooting a distributed system can be an incredibly complex task. With the work on the capacity model, we showed it is rarely feasible to expect a user to know the fine-grained interactions between their system and the environment configuration of each machine used in the system. Because of this lack of transparency, work can grind to a halt when a seemingly trivial detail changes. To address this, there is a plethora of state-of-the-art log analysis tools, debuggers, and visualization suites (many of which we noted in Chapter 2). However, as we have alluded to previously, a user may be executing in an open distributed system where the placement of their components are not known before runtime. This makes the process of tracking debug logs almost as difficult as troubleshooting the runtime issues these logs have recorded because the location of those logs are not typically transparent to the user (and by association the troubleshooting tools they are using).

To solve the transparency issue, we need a mechanism for log discovery to make the existence of debug logs known to the user. Beyond that, we also need log custody which empowers the mechanism providing log discovery to also take ownership of debug logs and become the authoritative source of that data. In Chapter 5 we evaluated the foundational actions of these mechanisms, now we introduce them formally. TLQ (Troubleshooting via Log Query) is a framework designed to provide both these services for troubleshooting open distributed systems.

TLQ consists of a querying client and a set of servers which track relevant debug
logs spread across an open distributed system. Through a series of examples, we
demonstrate how TLQ enables users to discover the locations of their system’s debug
logs and in turn use well-defined troubleshooting tools upon those logs in a distributed
fashion. Both of these tasks were previously impractical to ask of an open distributed
system without significant \textit{a priori} knowledge. We also verify TLQ’s effectiveness by
way of a production system: a biodiversity scientific workflow. We note the potential
storage and performance overheads of TLQ compared to a centralized, closed system
approach \cite{65}.

6.1 Problem Introduction

As computational research on complex distributed systems has more rapidly be-
come commonplace, users have experienced growing pains. Scaling up computations
and deploying large-scale systems necessitates troubleshooting misbehaviors at scale,
especially considering some faulty behaviors may not present themselves when ex-
ecuting on a single machine or at a small scale. Compared to troubleshooting an
unexpected issue on their workstation, it can be much more difficult and intimidat-
ing to troubleshoot them in a large-scale distributed system. There exist plenty of
troubleshooting tools which can perform log analysis, make connections between dis-
parate components, and provide querying capability to databases which ingest the
various debug logs from the system. However, these tools are rendered useless if the
user is not made transparently aware \textit{where} the debug output of each component
(each service, computational unit, etc.) of their system exists, \textit{how} to make sense of
each log, and \textit{how} each component may impact the execution of others.

To provide further complication, the user may be executing in an \textit{open} distributed
system. We define an open distributed system as a set of computing resources whose
membership in a cluster, cloud, or grid may not be permanent, which are assigned
computations at runtime (i.e. the system \textit{and} user do not know in advance which com-
putations will be scheduled where), and may consist of cross-domain resources (e.g. resources coming from multiple cloud providers, campus clusters, and national-scale infrastructures) which span independent organizational jurisdictions. It is commonplace for a user to have direct knowledge of only a single component of their system which is user-facing, however the other components of their system (e.g. worker processes, remote services, replica storage) do not need to have a fixed location at runtime. Instead, it is up to the scheduler of the underlying cluster, cloud, or grid to determine the placement of these computations. Between executions of a system (and during its execution), the underlying resources may vary as machines are added or removed from membership. In addition, a system may have active components communicating across domains which are under different jurisdictions (e.g. running and interacting concurrently on two clusters at different research institutions).

We have encountered a key obstacle preventing straightforward troubleshooting of open distributed systems: the user must be notified where their components land in an open system and be given a unique name which can be used to access the debug output of those components. A contemporary state-of-the-art approach is to require debug output be collected at some centralized, highly performant rendezvous point which we have seen applied to tools using the Elastic Stack (formerly ELK Stack) \([68, 129, 142]\). However, this approach is not ideal for open distributed systems since it requires the user’s knowledge a priori what debug output will be relevant and only applies for a single domain (whereas an open distributed system may be composed of multiple domains). This state-of-the-art approach is fantastic for large, cohesive organizations such as businesses or standalone clusters, however it falls short when the system under test crosses barriers between domains (i.e. the system lives within and between the jurisdictions of multiple organizations).

1We define users as researchers accessing distributed resources to set up their own distributed systems. However, these difficulties are also applicable for system administrators, developers, or other support assisting these users.
From this observation we have designed TLQ, a framework for log discovery and log custody of open distributed systems. It addresses the need to provide the user a name and location for their components and debug output, and it emphasizes leaving debug output in place rather than collecting it all at a single, centralized machine since that approach is at best infeasible and at worst impossible for open distributed systems. TLQ’s architecture allows troubleshooting tools to be placed atop its software stack to provide users the troubleshooting experience they expect albeit in a distributed fashion. Broadly, TLQ’s architecture consists of two parts: a user-end querying client and a set of log watch servers which live on the open system. The user client submits calls to troubleshooting tools to be performed on logs tracked by the log watch servers. We demonstrate open distributed system troubleshooting of a biodiversity scientific workflow called Lifemapper. We also briefly discuss the overhead of this distributed approach as it applies to the troubleshooting experience. We conclude by providing three critical lessons learned about distributed systems troubleshooting which became apparent after implementing this iteration of TLQ.

6.2 Troubleshooting as Distributed Querying

Our scientific workflow notional example in Chapter 1 highlights a few key insights as to why troubleshooting distributed systems is so difficult:

- There are many logs located on many machines.
- Misbehaviors are not restricted to a single component.
- Often no single log gives all the context for misbehaviors.

In the notional example in Chapter 1 we assumed the user knew where their logs were located (or perhaps they were explicitly transferred to a front-end machine for manual troubleshooting). However, this is not always the case. The underlying components of the system may know where their logs are located, but this information is probably
not transparent to the user. They may not know where their logs are located let alone how to retrieve them, or perhaps it is too expensive to transfer all the logs to a centralized node. Further, transferring to a centralized node may be impossible if the system executes across multiple domains, each with their own jurisdiction (e.g. a private cloud provider and a research institution’s cluster).

In the notional example from Chapter 1, the user had to read three different types of logs: a workflow manager log, a worker log, and multiple task logs. Either they or the tools they used had to understand the format of each log type in order to comprehend the context each log presented toward finding the cause of a misbehavior in their system. Further, each log only provided pieces of the cause of the misbehavior until the user found the misbehaving task’s log. This becomes an issue of finding the needle in the haystack as the scale of distributed systems continues to increase.

Each of these insights translate into underlying problems with troubleshooting distributed systems as they continue to become the commonplace method for research and industry computing: quantity of debug output scale, understanding relationships between components, and discoverability of debug output. Each of these problems can be addressed by providing a unique name for each log, advertising it to the user, creating a more readily queryable set of metadata about each log, and applying the user’s troubleshooting tools in a distributed matter which sends computation (i.e. the query) to the data rather than the other way around. We introduce TLQ, a system which keeps debug output in place (removing the need to transfer a large degree of data to a centralized node), allows for relationships between components to be more transparent (so it is easier for the user to discover these connections) by parsing out metadata about each log, and tracks where debug logs are located (leaving the user free to troubleshoot their system issues without having to directly know which computations happened where).
6.2.1 Querying Logs in Place Across Domains

In TLQ, we implement a service on each node of the compute resource (i.e. machines in a cluster, cloud, or grid). This service is called a log watch server, and it is informed which logs it should track by the various components of a distributed system under study. In TLQ, each component is programatically wrapped by a simple monitor script which tells the log watcher the names of the logs that component will create. This same script also reports back to the host which submitted the component (this is usually a front-end node of a cluster, cloud, or grid in our day-to-day experience with users) to tell the user where it landed and how to query that log in the future. The log watcher then periodically parses its tracked logs to draw out metadata about each log and places it as a separate JSON document which acts in part as a metalog of the environment of that component (the files, processes, and environment variables in the log) and to summarize the high-level status information about that component such as exit status and total runtime. This provides an at-a-glance view of each component which helps lower the noise of the total debug log output of a distributed system.

There are multiple log watch servers monitoring the distributed system’s logs, each representing a fraction of the collective debug output of the whole distributed system which can then be queried by the user’s choice of troubleshooting tools. This is done through a user-end client which dispatches either a query on the servers’ tracked logs or a request to transfer a specific log for manual inspection. The set of log watchers are discoverable entry points for an open system since their existence is advertised to the user. Figure 6.1 demonstrates the architecture of TLQ in action.
6.3 Implementation

The underlying troubleshooting system architecture is composed of four parts: a log watch server, a set of log parsers, a querying client, and a monitor script which communicates with the log watcher and user client. Refer to Figure 6.1 for an expanded view of this architecture. The server is designed to provide minimal HTTP communication capabilities. Its primary function is to monitor and parse logs it is told to watch and store the parsed content as JSON documents. These documents contain metadata about the raw logs they represent such as the exit status, the command executed, the files accessed, etc. In addition, each log’s filename is transformed into a universally unique ID (UUID) and placed into the server’s working directory when possible (thus implementing log custody). This UUID is used to provide a URL for that log and a URL corresponding to its parsed JSON document, giving each
log a unique name in the system. Two logs may have the same logical name (e.g. debug.log), but the log is assigned a UUID and a URL to uniquely identify it even when logical names may collide. This functionality makes it a discoverable, queryable node in an open system.

Each TLQ log watch server uses parsers to periodically add new records to its JSON documents. Each parser is designed to produce records for a specific log type (e.g. ltrace-parser is responsible for parsing logs created by ltrace to extract the processes, files, and environment variables of the component). The specific details for each parser are largely unimportant to understanding the broader architecture. We provide a set of parsers specific to the tools used in this work, but it is expected other developers provide the log parsers for their own software the goal being the developer knows best how to interpret their software’s logs. TLQ needs some way to transform raw debug output into records, in order to give users a higher level view of their components’ logging, and we have chosen to create parsers for that task.

The querying client provides the user the capability to use the troubleshooting tools of their choice upon specific components across their system. In this work, we demonstrate how grep can be used to troubleshoot an open distributed system. In order to use these tools, the client must be made aware of which logs it can query. The list of logs available to the client, represented as UUIDs, is accumulated by a local lightweight server running alongside the client. A monitor script is used to execute each component of the system, and it communicates with both its respective log watch server (on whichever machine the component lands) and with the client-end server to ensure both parties know the UUID for the component being monitored.

The monitor shell script writes to a file in the log watch server’s working directory. Each line it writes describes a log the server should watch and includes the name of the distributed system to which the log belongs, the absolute path to the log (which may be user specified or a defined value by the component’s code), and the component
Figure 6.2. Monitor operation. Each component is wrapped by a monitor script on submission. The monitor advertises the log created by the component to its local log server and to a user client.

type(s) contained in the log. The server periodically checks this file, updates its list of files to watch, and writes this list to a separate file which includes a unique ID used to identify the debug file at the client-side. The monitor script waits for the server to update this list with the IDs of the files the monitor told the server to watch. The script then reports back to the client the system name, host and port of the server, and relevant file IDs. The monitor then executes the command it had wrapped, starting up a component of the system. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the monitor in action.

6.4 Evaluation

We demonstrate the effectiveness of TLQ for facilitating open distributed system troubleshooting by utilizing the popular tool \texttt{grep} to diagnose intermittent failures
encountered while executing the Lifemapper biodiversity workflow across two separate administrative domains (in this case, two separate campus-scale clusters). Lifemapper is a biodiversity scientific workflow [114] executed using the Makeflow workflow management system [127]. The Lifemapper project[^2] is designed to create a species biodiversity map of the world. The workflow is an instance of this larger project which takes an input dataset of georeferenced biological samples and correlates them to certain environmental models.

The input dataset for Lifemapper contained some unexpected and invalid records. Tasks which consumed this improper data would explicitly fail, leading to a segmentation fault. This was a source of frustration while designing the workflow. We knew before running TLQ that this issue existed, and we demonstrate that TLQ makes it convenient to verify this known issue.

TLQ provides the log discovery mechanism and the capability to run `grep` at each log watcher by way of the user client. We show that, at Lifemapper's scale, distributed queries with TLQ perform on par with the collect-and-query approach utilized by centralized architectures. We further demonstrate, by way of model, the scale at which distributed querying can outperform collect-and-query given certain conditions.

Makeflows consist of a set of rules, like a Makefile in GNU Make. Each rule contains a set of inputs, a set of expected outputs, and a command which utilizes the inputs to create the outputs. Through these rules, Makeflow creates a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of data dependencies which determine both the parallelism of the workflow and whether the workflow is complete (i.e. when the final outputs are created). Figure 6.3 show the DAG structure of Lifemapper at a small scale. The Lifemapper workflow executed in this work consists of 1,887 rules, and it has 655MB of input data. It took approximately 45 minutes to complete the workflow from start

[^2]: Lifemapper project found at: [https://lifemapper.ku.edu/](https://lifemapper.ku.edu/)
We made use of the Work Queue master-worker framework to run the Makeflow rules. Figure 1.1 from the notional example demonstrates how Makeflow and Work Queue interoperate. A single master process accepts rules from Makeflow and submits them to connected workers as tasks. Makeflow rules and Work Queue tasks are roughly equivalent definitions of work to be done. Each worker executes on a separate machine from the master and transfers input and output data to and from the master node. Each worker also has its own data cache to avoid unnecessary duplicate transfers.

The worker processes were submitted as pilot jobs to the HTCondor batch system, which scheduled the workers onto their respective machines. In all, the distributed system set up to run Lifemapper consists of five types of components: the workflow management system, the master process, worker processes, the batch system interface, and the actual computations of Lifemapper (the commands executed in each Makeflow rule). This creates a hierarchy of communication which, at scale, can
become increasingly difficult to troubleshoot when issues arise. The workflow management system, master process, and batch system interface logs are all created at the same node the user accesses, so TLQ does not need to discover and advertise these logs to the user. The worker logs and traces of the tasks, however, do need TLQ’s help to become transparent to the user. We used 15 workers to execute Lifemapper (a reasonable scale given the ability of the master to feed work to its workers [66]).

Approximately two thirds of Lifemapper’s rules execute Java code (the other third being Python). Throughout Lifemapper’s runtime, the system encountered intermittent unhandled exceptions (java.util.NoSuchElementException) which led to a number of rules producing incomplete output. We ran Lifemapper five times to confirm these failures were intermittent and not a baked-in failure due to the workflow’s construction. These failures became apparent from the STDOUT captured by the Work Queue master process (which captures forwarded console output from its workers).

From this output, we can then match the error to the command executed in Makeflow’s log. From here, we look up that command in the collection of logs which the various log watchers are tracking (provided to us by the monitor). We find it, and through the TLQ client we query the relevant log using grep. Based on the error (and unhandled exception) we would expect that a search for SIGSEGV would turn up some useful results. From STDOUT to local higher-level logs to the raw debug logs, we have found out why certain rules failed in Lifemapper. Indeed, we find that certain rules in Lifemapper fail early (producing only partial output). We later learned this failure was due to improper input data causing the Java program to reach an error state. Multiple threads of each failed rule encountered segmentation faults due to the unhandled exception:
Table 6.1 briefly summarizes the time taken to perform queries using TLQ and performing collect-and-query. In total, Lifemapper produced 144MB of log data remotely. These were Work Queue worker logs and traces recorded from running `ltrace` on each rule. This demonstrates the scale at which smaller workflows generate log data (roughly 22% the size of the input dataset). We see that querying only one log (to verify the Java exception resulting in a segfault) using TLQ outperforms the collect-and-query approach since this second method requires the transfer of all logs before queries can occur. However, given the scale of the log data, collect-and-query performs better querying all logs once it has collected them than TLQ does querying each log individually. This is due to the overhead of opening connections one-by-one rather than transferring all the files en masse and performing queries locally. What these results tell us is that the most common approach to troubleshooting (i.e. asking questions of just one log at a time) provides a performance benefit compared to the centralized collect-and-query approach. However, TLQ’s performance does not scale as well as collect-and-query if the user needs to query each log. Conceptually,
querying all the logs via TLQ is akin to the difference between performing a `SELECT *` query upon a single, local database and performing a `SELECT *` query upon multiple, remote databases.

6.4.1 Distributed Queries at Scale

Lifemapper, while a real-world example of an open distributed system, does not produce a large degree of log output data (measuring $O(100)$MB) to demonstrate the performance of TLQ as compared to collect-and-query at larger scales. So, we model and discuss the effects of distributed querying versus collect-and-query to elaborate upon initial observations gleaned from TLQ in use. Specifically, we demonstrate the (in)efficiency of data transfers compared to the amount of relevant data to be queried. We also look at the impact upon system throughput at the collection node when all logs are streamed to one location.

TLQ keeps logs in place, allowing queries to be performed at each log watch server. Contemporary state-of-the-art architectures require collecting logs to a centralized node before queries can be performed. The names and locations of logs in the centralized approach must be known before creation thus avoiding the log discovery problem at the cost of flexibility. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the scale at which benefits of querying logs in place rather than collecting them at a centralized node become apparent. We can easily model the scalability of distributed queries against the collect-and-query approach in a way which is fair to both methods. We make the generous assumption that the network transfer speed is equivalent to the local disk speed (which may be the case for a system running in a completely local network such as a supercomputer). We also assume there is a small, fixed network communication overhead to transferring data and to performing queries. Our final assumption is that the query execution (regardless if it is done locally or distributed) will only output either 1% or 10% of the total data queried since a user typically
investigates fairly specific error messages or oddities in their logs. Without this final assumption, the distributed query time would match quite closely with the collect-and-query time since both would roughly measure the time taken to transfer (collect) and read (query) a file.

At small scale, the collect-and-query approach performs as well as distributed queries. In fact, when the scale is less that 100MB of log data as was practically the case with the Lifemapper workflow, the collect-and-query approach performs better due avoiding the communication overhead of sending over the query to the log watcher. However, as the scale continues to increase the benefit of only transferring over the relevant parts of a log becomes apparent, and we see that this crossover in performance occurs quite quickly. As stated previously, we assumed the best case scenario to the benefit of both approaches. Should network performance falter due to system load, both approaches would in turn suffer at the same rate. If local

Figure 6.4. Cost of collecting and querying. All things being equal (communication overhead, transfer speed, and local read speed) there is a scale at which distributed queries are faster than the collect-and-query approach used by centralized architectures.
Figure 6.5. Effect of centralizing log collection. There is some scale at which centrally collecting all logs degrades system throughput due to unavailable bandwidth (i.e. the system spends so much time transmitting log and output data that it cannot do anything else).

disk performance were to slow due to system load, the collect-and-query approach would suffer most since all logs are queried locally. The same would be true for the distributed query approach if a log watcher node’s disk was under heavy load.

Figure 6.5 demonstrates the effect centralizing the collection of log data has upon the distributed system under study’s throughput (defined generally as jobs completed per second). This highlights an observation about centralization in open distributed systems: there is some scale at which collecting more and more data in one location will bring forward progress of the system to a halt. In this case, we denote this as system throughput (represented as jobs completed per second).

Recall that there is some maximum effective scale of a system called its capacity [66], and adding log data transfers further erodes the total capacity of a system. We see this at play when the system reaches its capacity, plateaus, and then begins to decrease in throughput as the available bandwidth of the system decreases. We
can observe this effect from two perspectives: from the node collecting the logs and from the nodes sending their logs to the centralized repository. If we centralize the collection of logs to the front-end machine (typically the machine the user accesses), Figure 6.5 demonstrates the degradation of new work being submitted from the front-end machine to other nodes in the system. Since it will be spending so much time collecting log data (along with any output data from the computations), the front-end machine cannot submit more work. It is bogged down in file transfers which fill up the bandwidth of the machine, preventing the dispatching of more work.

The converse is true when viewing Figure 6.5 from the perspective of individual nodes interacting with the front-end (or some other specified collection node). The system will still come to a halt because the nodes doing the heavy lifting (running components and computations) cannot receive more work because they are spending their time sending logs to a centralized node. Further, that centralized node’s bandwidth will eventually be exceeded meaning the other machines will have to wait to transmit their log data rather than perform more work.

A critical caveat which must be made clear for both these models is that they assume centralized log collection is even possible in the first place. TLQ was designed, from first principles, contrary to this assumption. Open distributed systems can function much like the World Wide Web. They can be executed on tightly coupled, highly optimized, high locality machines like supercomputers or an organization’s data center (which do allow for centralization of logs quite well), or they can be loosely federated, heterogeneous groups of machines out in the ether in which each group is not aware of others’ existence unless those others’ locations have been advertised (centralization is not possible here).

In the first case, TLQ is useful out of practicality. Leaving the logs in place and advertising their location is one less step the user needs to worry about when setting up their system, and when only investigating a small portion of the debug output
of a system TLQ provides some performance benefits at large scale. In the second case, TLQ and architectures like it are a necessity. They provide a mechanism for log discovery and log querying when centralization is not a practical possibility.

6.5 Three Lessons Learned

We learned three critical lessons about open distributed system troubleshooting when implementing TLQ. These pertain to how the querying experience for distributed systems troubleshooting is often only partially satisfied by current tools, how a component of a distributed system essentially provides a scope and context for computations, and how the differing structure of logs makes it difficult to connect one component to another explicitly (and introduces the need to write multiple parsers for logs).

Current tools, as demonstrated with our use of `grep`, are typically used to investigate one context at a time. This translates to one component or log in TLQ. However, we have shown that there are relationships between components in distributed systems. These relationships can be uncovered and investigated with iterative queries from the client. This would result in chaining tools together, performing successive invocations of the same tool, etc.

Our definition of a component also ended up being quite different at the end of this implementation of TLQ than it was from its outset. Thus far we have presented a component as a service or computation which is an atomic definition of work in the distributed system. It interacts with its runtime environment (i.e. files, processes, and environment variables). It is a piece of the whole system which the user submits to a compute resource. However, after implementing TLQ using this working definition we learned this was not sufficient in describing a component. Really, a component in a distributed system is a (hopefully) sane environment context in addition to being the unit of work for a user. We figured this out after running into a problem: names
are hard, especially in a set of uncoordinated distributed components. We cannot trust, even on the same machine, that component 1’s file `/a/b/c` is equivalent to component 2’s file `/a/b/c`. We must treat all the environment used by a component to be contained within the context of that component though that component may interact with others.

We found a significant pain point to implementing TLQ was the necessity to write a set of parsers able to read in multiple log formats, extract the uniquely defined records from those logs, and then have the log watch server give each of those unique records an ID. Addressing the previous lesson of how names are hard, it would be preferable to have components name themselves in some statistically unique manner, placing this name in its own log(s) front and center. Whenever its log(s) are read by the log watcher, the server knows exactly who it is dealing with. Further, when one component communicates with another, it should pass along its name which should in turn be noted in the recipient’s log (e.g. “I communicated with worker ABC-123, and it sent me the following message: ...”). This would make relationships between components concrete rather than implied through data exploration as is done in TLQ. Further, it allows for a straightforward implementation of query chaining as discussed previously.

There would be no need for specialized parsing if logs shared a common, transactional format. This format, possibly JSON due to its ubiquity, would capture each recorded state change as a transaction listing as much information as is relevant all on one line, with keys and values defined for the log watcher. Many logs are already structured in a transactional way, so transforming existing components’ logging mechanisms to a standard, transactional format would be straightforward.
CHAPTER 7

QUERY MODELS

Having explored TLQ’s command line utility querying capability, we now expand to applying a proper query language to TLQ. The JX language provides the capability for the user client to fetch JSON metalogs from log servers and perform queries directly upon those logs. Rather than work within the confines of already existing troubleshooting tools and command line utilities, JX matches the format of the JSON metalogs.

We chose to expand JX to include querying capabilities after trying various existing database management technologies. In particular, we adopted SQLite (SQL), RethinkDB (NoSQL), and GraphQL (property graph traversal engine) during the early stages of TLQ’s development. Each of these had issues which prevented their wholesale adoption as the querying engine within TLQ. JX, which was developed within the Cooperative Computing Lab along with Makeflow and Work Queue, was more readily adopted because we could more readily implement any functionality which we found missing from the other three querying engines.

7.1 SQLite

We first demonstrate SQLite’s relational database approach to querying data, then demonstrate why it did not work for TLQ. We ask our database to find each file matching the name of the shared filesystem (/disk/) which every failed task accessed. This is done with two table joins in order to match tasks to files (a many-to-many relationship). Relating this to TLQ’s data model (which represents each...
component as a queryable node in a property graph), the properties are explicitly identified by the user in the query in `SELECT` and `USING` statements. The links are made apparent on `JOIN` statements. We receive a set of failed accesses which are presented as column-delineated rows. We present a condensed representation of the output received.

Which failed tasks accessed the `/disk/` shared filesystem?

```
SELECT * FROM tasks LEFT JOIN tasksToFiles USING (taskid) \\
LEFT JOIN files USING (fileid) WHERE tasks.failures = 1 \\
AND files.name LIKE '%/disk/%';
```

```
taskid|...|fileid|procid|masterid| name    
72    |...| 307  | 315  | 1       | '/disk/'|
16    |...| 307  | 35   | 1       | '/disk/'|
...
```

While SQL is known to be incredibly performant [7, 122] even in distributed applications, we found it was insufficient for TLQ as is. Knowing the schema of any possible log type is impractical to realize. TLQ sidesteps this by having the parsers *de facto* handle component log schema (which may change over time). Each parsed metalog contains key metrics at the top level rather than following a static schema. Further, the query presented demonstrates a glaring incompatibility between TLQ and SQL: `SELECT *` is impractical to implement. There are two methods by which we can approximate the intended use of such a powerful statement. First, we can interpret `SELECT *` to mean, "Query the sources I have been told exist." This is essentially how TLQ’s user client operates. We can only query log servers the client knows exist. However, this fundamentally changes SQLite’s operation (and radically changes the semantics of queries). We decided it would be preferable to
find a querying engine which more closely matched TLQ’s needs than attempt to engineer SQL in ways it was not designed to handle.

The second method would be to approximate constraining the open system to a closed system. Log servers which contained logs the client knows exist would be periodically queried to send a copy of each log file (and the parsed metalog) to the user client. SQLite would then perform queries upon this local, closed system rather than out to the open system. However, this negates the key benefit of TLQ which is to leave all debug logs in place, querying them only when needed. This idea was a nonstarter given it went against the design of TLQ.

7.2 RethinkDB

RethinkDB’s ReQL querying language is based on JavaScript and has a functional approach to querying data. It is worth noting it is more verbose than the SQL query used in SQLite to find the same information. The general approach is the same, however. Two table joins were performed to find the files which each failed task accessed. In contrast to the SQL JOIN ... USING syntax, ReQL allows for a user to specify an anonymous function which resolves the join clause. Similar to SQLite’s approach in realizing TLQ’s data model, the properties are explicitly defined in the user’s query within the filter calls and anonymous functions of the joins. The links are made readily apparent in the innerJoin calls. This allows for more flexibility at the cost of verbosity. We show the query asked of the RethinkDB instance.
Which files did each failed task access?

```javascript
r.table('tasks').filter({failures: '1'})
.innerJoin(r.table('tasksToFiles'),
function (task, file) {
  return task('taskid').eq(file('taskid')) })
.innerJoin(r.table('files'),
function (taskFile, file) {
  return taskFile('right')('fileid')
  .eq(file('fileid')) }).zip()

[{ fileid: '307', id: 'dc70f638-...',
  left: { category:'default', name:'/disk/',
    command:'ltrace-wrapper ./fscheck', ... 
  right: { fileid:'307', id:'067ba70a-...',
    procid:'330', taskid:'77' } },...

RethinkDB comes a step closer than SQLite in that it is schema-free. Its output is also JSON, which matches the format of the metalogs stored at each log server. Further, its JavaScript querying interface makes the querying experience extensible. We can seemingly add the necessary functionality into ReQL as JavaScript functions. From first impressions, this seems like a good fit for TLQ.

However, as with SQLite, we found RethinkDB insufficient. The primary reason is the same as one from our experience with SQLite: it cannot effectively be applied to an open system. Even though we would not have had to override a key piece of the querying language (unlike with `SELECT *` in SQL), our options remain the same. Either we would have to approximate an open system by collecting all the debug logs locally or modify ReQL to resolve HTTP requests to known log servers. Modifying ReQL would involve changing backend code.
Rather than querying a specific database instance (the r variable in the ReQL query contains a reference to the database), ReQL would need to resolve individual HTTP queries over an array of known log servers. This would change the foundational paradigm of RethinkDB which is to centrally collect data and add it to its local database instance. For this reason, the approach to create a local, closed system from the current state of the open system would be the same as in SQLite and falls short of TLQ’s needs for the same reason.

7.3 GraphQL

Unlike the previous two technologies, GraphQL is a property graph traversal engine. It is designed to retrieve requested properties from graph nodes and, when needed, follow the links at those nodes to other related nodes, performing the same actions (repeating this process until either exhausting all outgoing links or until a certain depth is achieved). GraphQL’s query structure is the most distinct from SQLite and RethinkDB however it is about as verbose as the SQL query. There are no tables in its implementation, only a raw JSON document.

A query in GraphQL is also expressed as JSON, but it establishes a hierarchy. By this we mean the user specifies some entrypoint node (we present the case of a Work Queue master as an entrypoint) and dictates a traversal path in their query. In this example, the master has tasks it submits which in turn run on a worker and use files. The query follows this same order of traversal as a hierarchy, and the result received (also JSON) matches this hierarchical structure. We provide a GraphQL query asking to retrieve each failed task’s taskid, the address of the worker it ran on, and the name of the file accessed only if it matches the name of our shared filesystem (/disk/). GraphQL’s approach to the conceptual data model is different from SQLite and RethinkDB. In GraphQL, the user must explicitly state which properties of each record they would like retrieved. The links are represented
hierarchically rather than through joins. This graph walk approach to querying more closely matches the hierarchy of components in many distributed system applications.

Which failed tasks accessed the /disk/ shared filesystem?

```graphql
query { master {
  tasks(failures:0,conditional:"">") {
    taskid
    worker { address }
    files(name:"/disk/",conditional:"match") {
      name }}}}

result {
"data":{ "master":{ "tasks":{{ "taskid":1,
    "worker":{{ "address":"localhost:33172" }},
    "files":{{ "name":"/disk/ "} }, ...}}
```

The hierarchical structure of GraphQL is an especially appealing feature relative to the SQL and NoSQL approaches. The query informs the user of the control flow of its resolution. In short, the form of the input directs the form of the output. We initially settled upon GraphQL as TLQ’s querying engine, even combining it with SQLite as a storage layer for performance gains. GraphQL’s query structure is both reasonably human-readable and makes links between components a core part of the query itself. SQL, however, offers better performance which is why it was used as GraphQL’s record storage layer. It has been developed over a longer period and has undergone many iterations of performance optimization for what it does. Table 7.1 succinctly demonstrates the difference in roundtrip query time between GraphQL using SQL as a storage layer and GraphQL using JSON as a storage layer (the default setup for GraphQL). The records queried in this example are stored locally with the query executor.
TABLE 7.1

QUERY ROUNDTRIP TIME FOR SYNTHETIC DATA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Records</th>
<th>GraphQL + SQLite</th>
<th>GraphQL + JSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.007s</td>
<td>0.007s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.018s</td>
<td>0.019s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.134s</td>
<td>0.602s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1.098s</td>
<td>198.643s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there were significant barriers to adopting GraphQL. Primarily, it was unclear where the schema enforcement mechanisms and traversal engine of GraphQL ended and where our user-defined query resolution mechanics began. The framework is incredibly extensible by virtue that all resolution mechanisms are written not by the GraphQL developers but by its users. In this case, we (as users of the GraphQL engine) developed the resolution mechanisms for the iteration of TLQ which used GraphQL. This, in turn, means the efficiency of query resolution is only as good as the user can express. One virtue of this roll-your-own approach is that GraphQL can be applied to an open system. The TLQ client is informed of which log servers exist. This can be passed to GraphQL as a list of hosts to query, and since we are writing the resolution mechanics it is straightforward to include HTTP requests as part of each query evaluation. However, care must be taken here. GraphQL is meant to be asynchronous, so these requests must be non-blocking.

Whereas SQLite and RethinkDB provided too much structure to the point of constricting TLQ’s effectiveness, GraphQL did the opposite. It did not provide enough constraint to the point it became unclear how to measure the performance of GraphQL. Figuring out how much of the performance impact was due to our res-
olution mechanics and how much was due to GraphQL’s internal code became an obtuse question which could not readily be answered. Due to this, GraphQL was not adopted as TLQ’s query language.

7.4 JX

This leaves JX (JSON eXtended\textsuperscript{1}). It adds Python-style list comprehensions, variable resolution, and handy functions which are all evaluated by the JX parser into a resulting JSON document. JX also allows variable bindings to be introduced via contexts, or objects consisting of key-value pairs, where the value is bound to a variable with its name given by the key. Additionally, useful built-in functions (such as string formatting) allow for JX expressions to become incredibly rich in expressive power without being incomprehensible to a reader.

As JX is not a general-purpose programming language, it does not allow unbounded iteration, recursion, and other control flow structures. Rather, JX serves as a compact representation of complicated and deeply-nested data structures. Since a JX document has the same general form as the JSON structure it produces, it is straightforward to incrementally build complicated expressions by generalizing a JSON structure. We provide brief examples of JX functions applied to atomic values, array, and objects. In the final example the object argument is first evaluated, then the variables $x$, $y$, and $z$ are bound for the duration of the call to \texttt{eval()}.\textsuperscript{1}

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{Documentation for JX can be found at: \url{https://cctools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/jx/} or at \url{https://ccl.cse.nd.edu}}
\end{footnotesize}
Before adding the querying functionality necessary for TLQ, JX was used as an intermediate representation for Makeflow scientific workflows. The condensed JX representation would be expanded into a full JSON representation of a workflow which could then be executed directly by Makeflow. The expressions, list comprehensions, and built-in functions provided by JX made it possible to compactly represent quite lengthy workflows. To more effectively make use of the parsed JSON metalogs at each log server, we implemented querying capabilities for the JX language by way of adding new built-in functions to the language.

Three basic JX functions opened up the possibility to perform distributed queries
upon linked data: **fetch**, **select**, and **project**. The **fetch** function is given a path or URL as an argument, retrieves the document located at that path/URL, and returns a parsed JX object of that document. The retrieved document at the URL or local path must be valid JX or JSON to be successfully returned to the user. The **fetch** function is necessary for retrieving documents across the open system as well as retrieving documents from the links of an object currently being queried.

The **select** function takes a Boolean expression (of arbitrary length and number of predicates) and a list of objects upon which the expression is evaluated. Each object is used as a context for evaluating the Boolean expression, and only those objects for which the expression evaluates as **true** are included in the returned list. **select** thus serves to filter the list of objects based on a given predicate. The list of objects is often resolved from a call (or calls) to **fetch**. A **select** call on a single object must still be treated as a list of objects (simply of size one).

The **project** function takes an arbitrary JX expression and a list of objects. The expression is evaluated using each context object in turn, where the expression can use any of the fields from the context objects. This expression can be used to extract values from the context objects, or perform more complicated transformations. The resulting, evaluated JX objects are accumulated in a list of the same length as the passed in list of contexts. As with **select**, **project** may operate on just a single object so long as it is still encapsulated within a list. We provide some brief examples of these functions in practice.
Beyond `fetch`, `select`, and `project`, we also implemented two additional helper functions for JX’s querying capabilities: `schema` and `like`. The `schema` function takes as input a JX object and returns an object which contains a key-value pair of
each key of the input object and its data type (e.g. “exit_status”: “integer”). The like function is used to perform a regular expression match to a string similar to SQL’s LIKE. It returns true if a match was found, false otherwise. We provide brief examples of schema and like:

```plaintext
schema(fetch("doc.1.json"))
  => [{"type": "string", "failures": "integer",
       "top_error": "string"}]

like("potato", "tomato")
  => false

like("*SIG*", project(top_error, [fetch("doc.1.json")][0]))
  => true
```

This simple, transparent parsing and expression evaluation provided a lower barrier to entry than modifying the other technologies used previously. The querying functions implemented in JX were, for the most part, purely additive. The existing evaluation mechanics did not have to be modified, rather new cases were added to them. New functions were added to the host of JX’s built-in helper mechanisms rather than modifying existing ones to fit TLQ’s use case. Fetching data via HTTP was included to allow JX queries to pull data from machines in an open system. Selecting and projecting functions were included to perform data transformations inspired by the foundational theory behind SQL. With these three functions, JX was extended to perform distributed queries.

Adding the required functionality to JX was more straightforward than it would have been for SQLite and RethinkDB. Instead of having to radically alter the backend of an established technology, we could simply plug in our newly created mechanisms to the existing JX parser so they would be recognized when a user submitted a query to the TLQ client. However, unlike GraphQL, the evaluation mechanism was
already in place and well understood. It can be effectively measured, and its results are predictable. The added querying functionality interacted with this transparent evaluation mechanism whereas in GraphQL the evaluation was entirely user-defined, and capturing the resolution in the GraphQL backend was not feasible.

With three critical functions (fetch, select, and project), JX provides the necessary mechanisms to retrieve relevant debug log data which live in an open system, perform transformations upon them, and output data to the user in a digestible manner. The additional functions schema and like provide quality-of-life improvements which make JX more convenient to use as a querying language. We demonstrate JX in action in Chapter 9. The result of implementing querying for TLQ in JX is a simple yet powerful querying mechanism for open distributed systems.
CHAPTER 8

TLQ’S WEB INSPIRED APPROACH

Implementing log discovery and log custody were critical for enabling the use of existing tools in an open distributed system. With log discovery enabled, we are able to figure out where debug logs exist. Log custody provides a way for ephemeral components’ debug output to exist after that component’s lifetime. These combined allow us to use TLQ to run troubleshooting tools on these logs spread out across the open system under study. However, they are only parts of the whole functionality TLQ provides.

8.1 Problem Introduction

In Chapter 6, we noted in some key lessons learned that it was not possible to truly take advantage of the relationships between components with only log discovery and custody. They provide mechanisms for inspecting and retrieving debug output, but they do not give us the full breadth of exploration which would make troubleshooting in an open system convenient. It would be preferable if we could follow the relationships (i.e. the links) between components which interacted in the system. To this point, that information is contained within the JSON metalogs for each component, but TLQ has no mechanism to take advantage of these.

We implemented JX at the user client in TLQ to address this previously missed opportunity. In addition, we iterated over the log discovery and custody mechanisms, making them more effective. We also made each parser more full-featured. Each one produces not only top-level metadata, but they also convert each line of the debug
log being parsed into a JSON representation (addressing the uniform log format issue in Chapter [6]). Further, we modified Makeflow and Work Queue to explicitly record their own UUID in their debug log and record the UUIDs of components they interact with at runtime. This again addresses a key lesson learned from Chapter [6].

The implemented JX querying capabilities are inspired by the structure of the World Wide Web (the most large-scale contemporary open distributed system humanity has created). Indeed, the architecture of the web can be mapped to TLQ’s architecture quite readily, demonstrating how key fundamental aspects of the web can be applied to TLQ’s use case.

Through TLQ, we provide mechanisms for log discovery (how to find debug logs), log custody (how to access those logs), and a rich querying experience for linked data (one log references another) akin to the World Wide Web. To reiterate: log servers advertise the existence and location of components and their debug output directly to the user, giving them a unique URL for each log created by the system. A log server persists on each machine in the cluster, cloud, or grid, dedicated to monitoring components it is told about. In addition, they take custody of the logs created by components. If the server has the proper permissions, it will take direct possession of the log. The given path in the component’s command line string to is replaced with the unique file name (i.e. [UUID].log) in the server’s working directory. If it does not, the server periodically copies over updates to a version of the log in its working directory.

Logs tracked by TLQ are periodically parsed, and the results are stored as JSON. These JSON documents can then be queried using the JX language, providing a single interface for all logs. The querying possible with JX allows TLQ to provide a web approach to open systems troubleshooting. By this we mean JX queries can traverse links within one document to other documents, even if they are located on different machines. As the query is resolved, it will fetch and evaluate along relevant
Figure 8.1. Web architecture and TLQ querying architecture. Finding a web document: directly access its URL or ask somebody who knows how to find it (like a search engine). Finding a TLQ JSON metalog: directly access its URL or ask a catalog server which knows about active log servers. Both documents and metalogs may contain links to others.

links (i.e. perform a graph walk), until a final list of JSON objects is returned as the fully evaluated result. This is accomplished by TLQ’s assigning of unique URLs to every log advertised to log servers.

8.2 A Web Inspired Approach

The web is, at its core, an open distributed system. It is a massive, decentralized network of components (sites, services, etc.) and HTML documents addressable by unique names (URLs). So long as we know a component’s name, or can find its name,
we are able to traverse the web. TLQ is designed to explore open distributed systems
the same way. Debug logs are given unique names, and a user can request those logs
or query them by name to troubleshoot their system.

The top diagram of Figure 8.1 shows a simplified architecture of the World Wide
Web. Using a client (e.g. a browser) to access a hypertext document on the web
requires that we either know the name for that document (its URL) or have somebody
we can ask who may know its name (like a search engine). Once we have the URL,
we then access the document via its home server. Within a hypertext document are
links to other documents (perhaps hosted on other servers across the world). Our
browser can be redirected to these other documents because we know their names
from the links (their URLs).

We follow a similar approach with TLQ. Each log is parsed at its local log server
into a JSON metalog which contains metadata about the component which the log
represents as well as JSONified representations of each line in the log. The JX
language can then be used to query these metalogs. The bottom diagram of Figure 8.1
shows how TLQ emulates the architecture of the World Wide Web. JSON metalogs
are linked data and can be queried individually or iteratively by following the links
contained within a document. A user can directly access a metalog via its URL, or
it can ask a catalog server for a list of active log servers. As log servers run, they
periodically push a heartbeat to a publicly known catalog server to advertise their
existence. The client can ask individual log servers for a list of the logs they are
watching, returned as a list of URLs. Once a metalog is retrieved (via the \texttt{fetch} JX
function), its links can be followed by subsequent calls to \texttt{fetch}.

8.3 Log Record Data Model

Each TLQ log server periodically parses the logs it watches in order to produce
records which are stored locally as JSON metalogs. Each record follows a common
data model, no matter what type of component the record represents (such as a data replica node, a traced computational process, or a workflow manager). Each record has a type, a unique ID (in our case a URL), a set of properties (stored as key-value pairs or lists of key-value pairs), and a set of links (a set of two key-value pairs each).

The record’s type corresponds to the kind of component the record represents. The URL is generated by the monitor script from a UUID and its own address, after which it informs its local log server a log with a given UUID and URL now exists. This UUID is used as a unique identifier to establish links to other records. The properties are key-value pairs which can correspond to state information about the component such as total runtime, exit code, resources consumed, and component-specific debug metrics. Links represent the relationships a record has to other records. They are composed of the linked record’s type as well as its URL. Properties and links cannot be removed once detected since they may be relevant for troubleshooting. We present two examples of TLQ’s data model format: a batch job and a file.

```
record {
  type: batch_job, url: "http://...",
  jobID: 8672,
  command: "run.exe",
  ...
  links: [ {type: batch_system, url: "http://..."},
           {type: submitter, url: "http://..."},
           {type: process, url: "http://..."}]
}
```
TLQ’s data model is similar to (RDF) \[57\]. Links in TLQ JSON metalogs can be thought of as relationships between RDF resources. However, there is no concept of a triplestore (which is the typical data structure for storing RDF records). All properties and links for a record are contained directly within that record rather than being separate, linked records as in triplestores.

This data model is also similar to JSON-LD \[73, 121\]. JSON-LD has document types called contexts which are like TLQ’s component types. These map to pre-defined schema linked by URL to a document in JSON-LD whereas TLQ’s parsers essentially create the schema of the component types. IDs in JSON-LD are URLs like in TLQ as well. However, the context schema applied to TLQ would be redundant information since we also need parsers at each log server. These parsers define the schema at runtime, and they may change over time to address alterations to a log’s format (whereas JSON-LD context documents as proper schema should not). We chose to use JX without pre-defined schema (as in JSON-LD) as it was a more straightforward approach which mapped better to the ever-changing nature of open systems. Other frameworks and data models (though they may map well to the problem, such as JSON-LD) were not as straightforward to implement.
8.3.1 Query Model

The main approach of TLQ is to keep all logs in place at the point of creation, performing queries when possible. A query in TLQ is either a distributed invocation of a command line tool on a log (i.e. a traditional troubleshooting utility) or a JX query on a JSON metalog (or set of metalogs). Rather than trying to transform an open distributed system to a closed one (an incredibly difficult problem with diminishing returns), we focused on leveraging basic information necessary to have machines in an open system communicate: names and a method to contact each other. Once a component has a unique name (a UUID) and a means of accessing it (a URL), a user can then submit queries directly to the URL which is serviced by a log server. This means we treat troubleshooting open systems as a set of distributed queries. The TLQ approach enables a user to keep the tools they like so long as they can be invoked remotely on the logs.

8.4 Implementation

As was introduced in Chapter 6, the TLQ architecture is composed of four parts: a log server, a set of log parsers, a user querying client, and a monitor script which advertises debug output to a log server and reports back to the client where that log ended up. Refer back to Figure 6.1 to see how these parts interoperate. The general structure of these parts remain the same, however we add new querying capabilities at the user client.

The user client provides the capability to use traditional troubleshooting tools of a user’s choice upon logs (and metalogs) stored across different log servers. We demonstrated how grep can be used to troubleshoot an open distributed system [65]. Before being able to use a troubleshooting tool, the client must have available logs advertised to it. This list of logs, represented by unique URLs, is accumulated by
a minimal HTTP server running within the client which accepts messages from the monitor script advertising a log has been accepted by a log server. In addition to sending queries out to log servers, the client can also execute JX expressions. Using the functions defined previously (fetch, select, and project), a user can chain together powerful JX expressions to extract highly specific and interesting data from the JSON metalogs across different log servers. We demonstrate this directly on two different systems under study in Chapter 9.

The monitor script lands on a machine by a work scheduler and is in charge of advertising a log’s existence and executing a given command. The monitor is given a home address and port (the location of the user client), the working directory of the log server (this location is known a priori by the user or administrator who initialized the log server), the name and type of each log created by the command, and finally the command to be executed. It then attempts to replace any occurrence of the given log names in the command string with a generated UUID for that log. The log server is informed by the monitor via HTTP the log names, log types, command string, UUID, and whether the log was able to be replaced in the command string. The monitor terminates before the command is executed if no log server is found. Otherwise, the command is then invoked, starting up a component of the system.

We used the Makeflow workflow management system and the Work Queue master-worker framework in our evaluation of TLQ. Makeflow and Work Queue interoperate similarly to the layout shown in the initial notional example in Figure 1.1. While each component (the workflow management system, the master process, the workers, and individual tasks) interacted to varying degrees, these interactions were not explicitly captured in the debug output of these components. This led to it being impossible to concretely establish a link between two components. Makeflow, the Work Queue master, and the Work Queue worker code were altered to look up the local TLQ log server and retrieve the URL for their respective logs. The first time one of these
components interacts with another, they advertise their TLQ URL and request the other’s URL in return. These URLs are then recorded in the respective components’ debug logs, thus explicitly linking two components together.

8.4.1 Server Requests

A log server can receive a number of requests from clients. It handles each request over HTTP. The most basic of these is to send back raw logs and JSON metalogs to the client. For this functionality, TLQ provides a means to transparently advertise the location of all logs in an open system and allow for their retrieval. This alone is useful for open systems.

In addition, a user can submit arbitrary command line queries to a log server. A command line query is an invocation of a command line tool. This allows for a user to bring along their tool(s) of choice rather than being locked into a domain-specific language for TLQ. For example, `grep` can be called upon logs across log servers [65].

JX query requests are designed to operate specifically on JSON metalogs. JX queries are evaluated at the client, however some JX functions may interact with log servers to retrieve data. The `fetch` function, for example, directly accesses a log server to pull JSON documents to the client, which the log server provides for on-demand access.

TLQ log servers also have a user-centric data retention policy. A user can send a request to a log server to have it delete a log. Upon receiving this request, the server will attempt to remove both the raw log and JSON metalog. Unless overridden by an administrator, log servers will hold all logs unless told otherwise by a client. This also extends between invocations of the log server. If a new server is configured to use the same working directory as a defunct log server, it will read through the log deposits manifest and take ownership of any logs in that directory.
8.5 Lessons Learned About Log Design

Having fully described the architecture of TLQ, we return to one of the lessons learned in Chapter 6: creating specialized parsers for each type of debug log was a tedious process. The metadata a parser pulls out of a log is informed by some domain knowledge. The person writing the parser must understand the format of the log, the semantics of relevant lines, and which pieces of metadata are important and able to be found or derived. This is not always straightforward, especially considering how diverse different log formats can be.

One change to debug logs which would make parsers less tedious to write would be establishing a transactional format. By this, we mean each line of the debug log contains a complete record of a particular event. This may include data such as a timestamp, a human-readable status report, all components involved in the event, etc. Since this is not enforced by TLQ, a log format which contains the relevant context for an event across multiple lines of debug output would require domain knowledge by the parser writer to put all those pieces together. Instead, a transactional approach would allow the parser writer to focus on which events (and by extension particular, individual lines) are relevant for metadata reporting, lowering the barrier to entry for users writing new parsers.

Related to adopting transactional logs is establishing a more universal log format. There exist many popular formats for debug logs already such as JSON and XML. TLQ parses each log into JSON to establish this universality. JX can directly query, so making all debug logs JSON directly benefits the user when troubleshooting. If each debug log were formatted in JSON at runtime, there would be no need for specialized parsers. Instead, the raw logs would be directly queryable.

The logs produced by Makeflow and Work Queue used by TLQ approach these two benefits. Each line contains a timestamp, the source of the event being logged, and a human-readable message relating to that event. They are nearly transactional,
however some events such as tracking changes in a Work Queue task’s status, sometimes stretch across multiple lines of the log. Additionally, their nearly transactional nature makes them very straightforward to transform into JSON. Altering both Makeflow and Work Queue to output JSON debug logs rather than their current format would be fairly approachable since most events’ contexts are currently formatted for one line of debug output. Changing all types of logs involved in a system to JSON would involve more work, akin to implementing the parsers, and would require the requisite domain knowledge.

A final benefit to log design would be making links between components explicit. If a log does not provide explicit reporting of a component interaction, it may be missed by the parser. Or worse, there may not be enough information to make that connection, meaning that information is irretrievable. We altered Makeflow and Work Queue processes to report their TLQ URLs when communicating with each other. This makes the linking between each component easy to recognize for parsers (or for direct querying if the log is already JSON) since the type of the interacting component and how to query it are directly provided by the log. No additional investigation needs to be done by the user to find related components.

8.6 Conclusions on the Design of TLQ

We presented TLQ (Troubleshooting via Log Query), an architecture for troubleshooting open distributed systems. This is made possible through a web approach which allows queries to follow links from one debug log to another, which may span across the machines used by the system. We demonstrated through notional example why troubleshooting distributed systems is so difficult in Chapter 1 and have now shown how the TLQ architecture addresses the inherent complexities of them.

With TLQ we have demonstrated the capability to effectively troubleshoot open distributed systems where the membership of machines is not constant, the placement
of work is unknown \textit{a priori}, and resources from multiple independent jurisdictions may be utilized. By using a web approach where logs are addressable via URL and have links within them to other logs (potentially on other machines), we are able to traverse all logs in a system. This is, at best, impractical with a centralized approach. At worst, it is impossible. TLQ makes this not only possible, but feasible within the complexities inherent to open distributed systems.
CHAPTER 9

CASE STUDIES OF TLQ

Having defined the problem space for open distributed systems troubleshooting, the corpus of related work, a concrete example of a distributed system problem in action, the performance of key mechanisms needed to resolve the problem space, and the facets of TLQ’s architecture, we conclude with two case studies of TLQ in action providing log discovery, log custody, and a web approach to querying related components of a system. The first case study presents a common user headache: uncovering misbehaviors when scaling an application from serial to distributed operation. The second case study demonstrates the usage of JX in depth to troubleshoot the previously uncovered issue in the Lifemapper biodiversity workflow.

9.1 POV-Ray

Scaling an application from a serial program to a distributed system is often a time-intensive activity. Unforeseen behaviors and errors can crop up when transforming a task typically ran in serial to one which runs in parallel. Further, we typically begin interacting with machines we have no means to physically inspect once we switch from a serial mode of operation to a distributed system. We demonstrate how TLQ can be helpful in making transparent the misbehaviors that makes themselves known due to scaling up an application, allowing the user to more thoroughly investigate any issues.

POV-Ray is a ray-tracing program which takes a description of a scene (via a domain-specific language) and performs a realistic rendering of that scene. A scene
can be composed of multiple frames to create a video, and the markup language is used to give POV-Ray directions how to manipulate the scene between frames. Figure 9.1 shows a single rendered frame of a video of a Rubik’s Cube performing rotations (as if attempting to solve itself).

When executed serially, each frame is rendered in order one-by-one. However, each frame can be rendered independently; POV-Ray has a description of each frame in the scene via the scene description. We can also render an arbitrarily long video by having frames be repeated, but this requires duplicate renderings (added work). POV-Ray is an embarrassingly parallel (also called pleasingly parallel) application. There are no dependencies between each frame render which means it should closely follow the Gustafson-Barsis Law as discussed in Chapter 3. It should experience greater and greater speedup as more computing resources are provided to POV-Ray.

The ideal scenario would be to scale up a serial implementation of a ray-tracing pipeline to a massively parallel pipeline which can run all frame renders at once. Depending on the scale, this may overwhelm the machines in the cluster, cloud, or grid. So, as a caveat, we should aim to scale up POV-Ray to as large a scale as the
underlying distributed system can handle, submitting a reasonable number of frame
renders in parallel. We demonstrate how TLQ can assist in troubleshooting issues
that come up as a result of scaling up a previously serial application to a distributed
system.

Our initial serial configuration for a POV-Ray video rendering pipeline was quite
simple. A script was written to take a few key input options: the input scene defi-
nition, the video to be output, the number of frames, the height of each frame, and
the width of each frame. POV-Ray was then called to render each frame in sequence.
This was the most time consuming portion of the work. Finally, a video stitching all
frames together was rendered using the ffmpeg program.

Each frame took approximately 35 seconds to render via CPU. Rendering a minute
long video took 600 frames. Rendering a more interesting five minute video took 3,000
frames. It quickly becomes obvious running this application in series is an incredibly
inefficient use of time. It would be preferable to run the rendering process in parallel
until we are ready to combine all the frames into a video.

9.2 Scaling Up to Parallel Work

To scale up this pipeline, we used the HTCondor batch job system. A job in
HTCondor is like a Makeflow rule or Work Queue task. It is a definition of work
to be done. A job definition includes required inputs, expected outputs, and the
command to run. In addition, a job includes additional metadata such as resource
specifications and requirements for the machine which will eventually run the job.
This additional information ensures only machines with adequate hardware and en-
vIRONMENT configurations will execute the job.

These job definitions are communicated to a central manager which plays the
role of matchmaker. It will determine which machines are able to complete the
work described by the job and inform the submitter how to connect to one such
machine. The submitter and the executor (both daemon processes running on their respective machines) spawn a connection handling process to begin communication with each other. Once this connection is established, the job definition and inputs are transferred to the machine running the job, the job is executed, and outputs are pushed back to the submitter. Figure 9.2 demonstrates this architecture.

Figure 9.2. HTCondor architecture. Submitter advertises jobs to the matchmaker. Matchmaker matches job requirements to available machines. Both submitter and executor spin off connection handlers for transfers.

Many jobs can be submitted at once, allowing a scale up the parallelism in the rendering pipeline to as large as HTCondor will allow (since POV-Ray is a pleasingly parallel application). In the serial script, we give each frame its own HTCondor job definition. Instead of executing each frame render locally, we submit its job definition, letting HTCondor handle it from there. This submission is non-blocking, allowing submission of all frame renders without having to explicitly wait on any results to come back. Once all jobs are submitted, we wait for all jobs to complete (i.e. all
frames rendered). Once all jobs are complete, ffmpeg is used to create the video locally.

An HTCondor job is an example of an ephemeral component. Once the job is completed, its working directory is cleaned up (including its debug log unless explicitly defined as an expected output). TLQ can help keep track of all these ephemeral components. It can be set up to help troubleshoot issues that crop up with this new, scaled up job submission script. For each job definition, we can specify a certain set of required machines. HTCondor’s matchmaker will only connect the jobs to those machines (or will have the jobs wait until one of those machines is available). We can set up TLQ’s log servers on each of those specified machines, ensuring each job’s debug log will be captured.

We initially used 10 TLQ log servers (thus 10 machines) when testing the scale up. Even at this seemingly small scale, we uncovered an issue thanks to TLQ. POV-Ray had an incomplete specification of its jobs. There was an implicit input file (WRC-RubiksCube.inc) which was uncovered within the debug logs of each attempted job. This is an example of a misconfiguration failure. The scene description includes this input file, but HTCondor and the submit script were never told about it. So, when the jobs began to execute remotely, POV-Ray failed almost immediately on each job. It could not provide even a partial result without that input file. We show the debug log lines which correspond to this implicit input file.

POV-Ray Debug Log’s Helpful Output

```plaintext
Possible Parse Error: Cannot find file 'WRC-RubiksCube.inc'.
File: rubiks1920.pov Line: 54
#include
Parse Error: Cannot open include file WRC-RubiksCube.inc.
```
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At the scale of this application (3,000 jobs), it would have been overkill to bring all 3,000 debug logs back to the submit node. Instead, with TLQ, we kept all logs in place and retrieved only a single one for analysis. Because POV-Ray’s debug log is meant to be human-readable, a brief inspection of the log was all that was necessary to uncover the root cause of the failure: this implicit input file needs to be explicitly stated in the job description for HTCondor.

9.3 Incorporating Persistent Resources

One aspect of HTCondor which can be improved is persistence of resources. Each job submitted to HTCondor is provided resources once the job lands on the executing machine. After the job is complete, those resources are then released back to the executing machine. This would not be a problem if we were the only ones wanting access to this pool of resources. However, HTCondor’s resource pool is somewhat competitive. It is first come, first served. On top of this, each user is given a priority to ensure fairness. If you have been using a large quantity of resources in the recent past, the penalty to your priority will be more significant. After all, the HTCondor pool is for everyone.

Submitting a large enough quantity of jobs can cause HTCondor to slow down how quickly jobs are placed on machines due to priority being affected. Essentially, rendering a large enough number of frames in a short period of time will cause a wait in a queue before successfully submitting more. To mitigate this, we can use Work Queue as a way to hold on to a set of resources and reuse them until we are ready to release them. Each Work Queue worker process we submit is much more long-lived than the ephemeral POV-Ray jobs, and they are able to run the render jobs in the same way as HTCondor. In essence, Work Queue creates a private cluster of resources where each worker is submitted as a job to HTCondor. Once these workers land on machines, they hold the resources for the POV-Ray frame renders.
Another benefit of using Work Queue is that we can more accurately track what all is happening when a job runs, its resources used, etc. These metrics can be retrieved from worker logs via TLQ’s JX querying mechanism and TLQ’s ability to use command line tools remotely. If we were not using TLQ, we would have to wait until each worker ends before being given its debug log (assuming we had even specified that we wanted that debug log back in the HTCondor job definition). This also assumes we knew exactly where the workers landed and where their respective working directories were located. Without TLQ, we can only solve the first problem by asking the Work Queue master process.

However, with TLQ we can check in on a log at runtime. This is particularly useful for somewhat long-lived components (like Work Queue workers) to extremely long-lived components (like system administration tools which are always on so long as the machine has power). We demonstrate three interesting queries which help gauge the status of the set of workers as they run which before TLQ was an inconvenient task to accomplish at best and impossible at worst.

The first query helps answer a foundational question when operating in an open system: where is everything located? In this case, we care primarily about the placement of Work Queue workers. We can also make this query a bit more helpful by also checking how many failures each worker had experienced so far (since the system was still rendering frames at query time). The second query demonstrates a very simple metadata operation which can be retrieved after parsing a log: a component’s uptime. The final query uses the capability of TLQ to run command line utilities. From the first query we saw one worker in particular had many failures. A followup using grep narrowed down the failures were caused by a lack of storage at the worker. This accounted for all failures at that worker, verified using wc to count each individual match captured.
Query 1: Where are my workers, and have they had task failures?

```ruby
project({"host": ip + ":" + port, "failures": failures}, x
    for x in [fetch(y) for y in project(url,
        select(type == "work_queue_worker",
            project(links, project(work_queue_master,
                [fetch("http://log.server.1:11855/jx/db7914e...")]
            )[0]))]
    )[0]);
=>
[{"host": "worker.host.1:9001", "failures": 0},
{"host": "worker.host.2:9001", "failures": 138},
{"host": "worker.host.3:9124", "failures": 0}, ...]
```

Query 2: How long (in seconds) has a given worker been active?

```ruby
project(uptime, [fetch("https://log.server.2:11855/jx/...")]);
=>
[3479]
```

Query 3: How many disk storage errors occurred at a given worker?

```bash
$ query https://worker.host.2:11855/jx/79c6b06f-fb6f-4d29-95...
> grep -E "not enough disk space"|"Failed to put file"
 79c6b06f-fb6f-4d29-95bc-c4c4e897c1e3.json | wc -l
=>
138
```

9.4 Lifemapper

We revisit the Lifemapper biodiversity scientific workflow as the second case study demonstrating TLQ in action. This execution produced different quantities of data
Figure 9.3. Lifemapper link structure. Makeflow and the Work Queue master directly interact, thus know each other’s URL. The master and workers advertise their URLs to each other. A task does not know it is being executed by Work Queue. Only the worker can create an outbound link to the task’s log. Each log references itself.

(by virtue of running longer) than that introduced in Chapter 6, however the same issue made itself known. Lifemapper was run using the Makeflow workflow management system, which in turn used the Work Queue master-worker framework as its execution engine. Workers were scheduled using the HTCondor batch system while Makeflow and the master process executed at a user-facing head node. Figure 6.3 shows a condensed representation of Lifemapper’s structure.

In total, Lifemapper had 1,887 tasks and had an initial dataset size of 655MB. The tasks themselves consisted of either Java programs or Python scripts. Each task was executed by the ltrace tracing program, providing a low-level debug log for each task. A total of 30 Work Queue workers were provided to execute Lifemapper tasks, executing across 7 machines. The workflow manager and the Work Queue master executed together on a machine, for a total of 8 in the system. It was executed in 14 minutes and 27 seconds, ending in failure due to multiple Java runtime errors. These errors induced segmentation faults in the child processes of the faulty tasks. Even at a (relatively) small scale such as Lifemapper, a user would have to comb through nearly 2,000 logs if they wanted to get a sense of what went on in the system, assuming they could even find all the logs themselves.

Figure 9.3 shows the relationships between logs which were tracked using TLQ. Makeflow and the Work Queue Master, although different components, shared the
Figure 9.4. TLQ interactions in a Work Queue worker. The worker executes a task from the master. The task is wrapped by the monitor which advertises the task’s log(s). The task command is executed via `ltrace`.

same log since they are co-located. They are obviously bi-directionally linked since they know of each other’s existence implicitly. Each worker connected to the master and advertised its TLQ URL. The master, in return, sent the workers its URL. This creates a bi-directional link. However, each `ltrace` task did not have awareness that it was executing in a Work Queue worker sandbox. Only the worker knew it was executing a task, and each worker grabbed the URL of each task (from the task’s description provided by the monitor script) before forking and executing it. This resulted in a link made from the worker to the task, but the task did not have enough context to make this link bi-directional. Refer back to Figure 1.1 for how tasks are assigned to workers. Figure 9.4 shows how TLQ interacts with a task’s execution at a Work Queue worker process.
9.4.1 Interesting Troubleshooting Questions

To demonstrate the querying effectiveness of JX upon the JSON metalogs, we provide examples of interesting troubleshooting questions. The question is transformed into a JX query which produces a fully evaluated JSON result. The results have been truncated for space considerations.

We can use JX to perform regular expression lookups in a particular log. Using the `like` function, we can do a `grep`-like search for alerts of a segfault in a given log. Combined with the built-in `len` function, we end up with a count of all instances of a segfault message in the log, a total of thirteen. Many of the Lifemapper tasks executing Java programs spawn a number of child processes which reported failure due to an array lookup error. This resulted in segmentation faults for each child process at runtime, and the query verifies that.

Query 1: In a log, how many segmentation faults occurred in child processes?

```plaintext
len(
    select(
        like(".*SIGSEGV.*", message),
        project(messages,
            [fetch("http://log.server:11855/jx/ffffd2c5-25f2...")][0]
        )
    )
) =>
13
```

We can also use `like` to perform a comparison between two tasks’ `PATH` environment variables. Misconfigurations of the computing environment are often the cause of failures in distributed systems [104, 139]. When scaling up computations to a new set of computing resources, modifications to the environment are often necessary. A query like this can be used to sanity check that the environment is configured
correctly across the different machines used by the system. The like JX function returns a Boolean value, and it compares the value of the PATH key within the traced environment variables of two separate tasks (grabbed using two invocations of the project function which in turn each call fetch on the selected logs).

Query 2: Is PATH the same for these two tasks?

```jx
like(
    project(environment["PATH"],
        [fetch("http://log.server.1:11855/jx/a0a5bff7-f3bb...")])[0],
    project(environment["PATH"],
        [fetch("http://log.server.2:11855/jx/a217dc04-c8f7...")])[0]
); =>
true
```

JX queries can not only perform direct queries upon JSON data. They can also be used to traverse linked data, enabling a web-like approach to exploring debug output. From the user-facing Makeflow debug log, we can reach each Work Queue worker which ran tasks for Lifemapper. Each link is a JSON object with the keys type and url. If we only wanted to investigate tasks which ran on workers from a specific machine, we specify the machine name in the like function and compare it to the URL of each worker link. After fetching each worker metalog, we can traverse each link of type “ltrace” to retrieve the task traces. Once fetched, we project the list of accessed files for each task.
Query 3: From workers on a given machine, which files were used by tasks?

```plaintext
project(files,
    [fetch(x) for log in
        [project(url, select(type == "ltrace", y))
            for y in project(links,
                [fetch(z)
                    for z in project(url,
                        select(type == "work_queue_worker" and
                            like(".*log.server.2.*", url),
                            project(links, project(makeflow,
                                [fetch("http://log.server.1:11855/jx/a3683...")]
                                [0]))
                        ))[0]))
            for x in log]));
=>
["/usr/lib64/python2.7/site.so", ...],
["/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-1.8.0.265...",
  "/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-1.8.0.265..."],
...
```

We finally demonstrate the richness of JX as a query language with a fairly complex query. We want to determine the commands and URLs of tasks which ran quickly (less than two seconds) across all workers which did work for Lifemapper. This means traversing multiple sets of links as in query 3. The first links, for the workers, come from Makeflow’s log. From there, we grab the links to each task (with type “ltrace” since each task was executed with the ltrace tool). We retrieve each task log, check that its runtime was less than two seconds, and if so return an object with that task’s command and URL for further inspection later.
Query 4: For all workers in the workflow, which tasks took less than 2s?

```
project({"command": command, "url": url},
    select(runtime < 2, select(type == "ltrace",
        [fetch(x) for log in
            [project(url,
                select(type == "ltrace", y))
            for y in project(links,
                [fetch(z)
                for z in project(url,
                    select(type == "work_queue_worker",
                        project(links,
                            project(makeflow,
                                [fetch("http://log.server.1:11855/jx/a36...")]
                        ))[0]
                    )]
            )]
    )
    ))[0]])) for x in log]));
=>

[{
"command":"python ./tools/process_points.py points/...",
"url":"http://log.server.2:11855/jx/4c1adeb8-b85f-45cb..."},
{"command":"java -cp ./tools/maxent.jar density.Project ...",
"url":"http://log.server.3:11855/jx/7090c478-ad00..."},
...
]
```

9.5 TLQ Performance with Lifemapper

We use Lifemapper to briefly demonstrate relevant performance metrics as they apply directly TLQ. We provide details on the performance of command line queries first introduced in Chapter[6] and we investigate the overhead of executing JX queries. We compare the performance of centrally collecting all logs then querying and keeping
Figure 9.5. Cost of collecting compared to distributed querying. There is a scale at which it is more performant to leave logs in place rather than centralizing them. Network transfer speed (top) and query latency (bottom) affect command line queries for TLQ at different data scales.

9.5.1 Command Line Queries via TLQ

Centralizing a distributed system’s debug log output has costs. Centralized systems like the Elastic Stack place all relevant data in a rendezvous node. All queries can then be executed at a single site since all data (linked or otherwise) live in the same location. As already discussed, open distributed systems make this centralizing procedure either infeasible or outright impossible. This also has overheads, primarily in moving data around. In contrast to the centralized method, data movement must be done on demand in an open system since we probably do not know all the locations from which we might prefetch data. This incurs an overhead at the time of
query whereas centralizing has an overhead at the time of collection. If we assume we can collect all the debug output of an open system to a rendezvous node, we can implement a centralized collection model of troubleshooting.

The top of Figure 9.5 shows the difference in cost between centrally collecting and keeping debug output in place performing distributed command line queries upon them (as in TLQ) with differing network speeds. We executed grep remotely across generated logs (each 100MB in size) hosted on 10 TLQ log servers compared to collecting all logs in a working directory and running grep locally [65].

9.5.2 Scalability of Command Line Queries

Often we do not receive the totality of a debug log (or logs) as the output of a command line query. We present the results of grep fetching 5%, 50%, and 100% of the debug logs queried to demonstrate the varying degree of overhead the distributed approach incurs compared to the collecting method. The top row of the figure shows the effect of network transfer speeds, from left to right, of 1MB/s and 100MB/s. The bottom row demonstrates the effect of query latency (the time taken to execute grep on each log server) on roundtrip execution time. This latency can be due to server handling and waiting, authentication overheads, etc. From left to right we have latency of 10s and 0.1s (representing 10MB/s and 1GB/s respectively). With the distributed query approach, we prevent transferring the entire log in the case when only a portion is relevant.

As the size of debug output increases, there will come a tipping point where collecting it all becomes slower than keeping logs in place. Considering only network overhead (the top row), we notice both cases of collecting only partial output of the full logs yields more performant querying than the centralized collecting method. The worst case scenario for a query would be it is so general the whole debug log is retrieved. This is shown in the 100% fetching line. In this worst case, we see it
matches in the slower network case and only slightly exceeds in the fast case the time taken to collect all logs and perform a local `grep`.

We notice that with high enough query latency, TLQ is actually more expensive since we may have to wait on log servers to process a user’s request. The time taken for TLQ to perform distributed `grep` calls and report back was slower than directly downloading the data for local operations. However, in the more realistic low latency scenario we see a similar behavior to network overhead: when only a partial amount of each log is returned TLQ’s approach is more performant.

We note there is a limit to the scalability of the collection approach since the incoming log data may saturate the network. This will leave some debug data temporarily unqueryable. Figure 6.5 previously introduced, demonstrates this effect.

9.5.3 Comparing Centralized and Distributed JX Queries

Using the JX querying functionality also displays this cutoff point where distributed queries are more costly than the centralized collection approach. Figure 9.6 shows the increasing costs of each of the four example queries from Lifemapper presented previously. Each query’s cost is broken into three parts: the minimum cost if queries were evaluated at each log server and only the final output was retrieved (query), the current TLQ method where logs are fetched on demand (fetch), and the centralized approach (collect). Queries 1 and 2 fetched less than 1MB of data since the `ltrace` logs from Lifemapper are individually quite small. Query 3 fetched the Makeflow and Work Queue master debug log (which in this case is the same file for both). This single log is relatively large compared to the worker logs and `ltrace` logs. Query 4 traverses the Makeflow and master log, all worker logs, and each task trace. It fetches all the data in the system. This is equivalent in cost to the centralized approach in terms of data transferred. Table 9.1 summarizes the number of fetches and data transferred per example query.
TABLE 9.1

CENTRALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED QUERY METRICS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Fetches</th>
<th>Centralized Data (MB)</th>
<th>Distributed Data (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>278.54MB</td>
<td>0.03MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>278.54MB</td>
<td>0.18MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>278.54MB</td>
<td>106.22MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>278.54MB</td>
<td>278.54MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of Lifemapper, the benefit of keeping the logs in place exceeds the cost of centralizing only when running either redundant or successive queries. At worst, a single distributed query (such as query 4) costs only as much as centralization (purely in terms of data transferred) so long as it is not redundant (i.e. does not grab the same document multiple times). Query 5 in Figure 9.6 demonstrates this redundancy case. It is identical in output to query 4 however it redundantly asks for worker logs multiple times (an inefficiency which may arise due to poor query construction). Running multiple queries will also add up over time.

Eventually there will be a tipping point in cost, as shown when considering the combined costs of queries 1-4. Each of the examples ask different questions, as we would expect a user to do when exploring their data. Over time, with enough interesting questions, it may be that centralizing the logs would be less costly. This assumes, of course, that collecting all the logs to one machine is possible or feasible. At best there is a certain scale where the volume of logs will overwhelm the collection node. At worst, the collection node will not know about certain logs’ existence nor have a means to find out about them unlike in TLQ.

All four example queries were executed with both the collection approach and
Figure 9.6. Data transferred per query. The four example queries’ data transferred are presented with the calculated minimum cost if only the final output was returned (query), the measured distributed cost (fetch), and the measured centralized cost (collect). Query 4 is equivalent in size to centralizing the logs. Query 5 is identical to query 4 except it redundantly grabs worker logs (costing more than centralizing).

the distributed web approach. The JX evaluation process was the same for both, so each have the same number of fetches even though the centralized approach fetched locally. Centralizing logs creates an upfront cost which, in the case of Lifemapper, only pays off if the user performs many queries or runs many-hop queries as shown in example query 4. As a note, the Makeflow and Work Queue master debug log alone was 57.22MB in size.

While command line queries are extrinsic of TLQ and can thus be compared head-to-head with the collection approach, JX is more tightly coupled with the operation of TLQ. Much of the time spent executing a JX query is in the internal evaluation mechanics of JX’s parser, which would be incurred in both the distributed and collection approaches equally since it would operate upon the same data and equivalent expressions. We present the performance of JX in TLQ with a few key metrics: the data usage across all log servers as compared to raw log size, the total parsing time
spent across all servers during Lifemapper’s execution, and the roundtrip query time for the example queries given previously.

Among the eight log servers, 346MB were consumed for the parsers, raw logs, and JSON metalogs. 116MB of that space were the raw debug logs for the roughly 1,800 tasks, workers, Makeflow, and the Work Queue master. The size of the parsers is negligible, 40KB. The remaining 229MB comprised the parsed JSON metalogs. We expect the JSON to be larger than the raw log since it not only contains every line of debug into a JSON array, but it also provides metadata about the component (such as its type, its links, the environment variables and files accessed, etc.).

Across the eight log servers, there was a total of 4,224 seconds of parsing time. Recall, TLQ log servers parse logs whenever there is a change from when it last parsed the log. On log creation, the first parse is invoked. The log is then periodically re-parsed after that. On average, 528 seconds of parsing occurred at each log server while Lifemapper ran in 867 seconds. No log server spent more time parsing than it took to execute Lifemapper.

We found that simple queries (with zero or one hop to exterior links) took fractions of a second to complete in Lifemapper. The second query (Is PATH the same for these two tasks?) took only 0.27 seconds to complete. It is a simple lookup and also performs fetches of two quite small documents, so this makes sense. Query one (In a particular log, how many segmentation faults occurred in child processes?) took even shorter at 0.15 seconds. This is a single fetch with a regular expression evaluation upon a JSON document 48KB in size. The final query (For all workers which ran tasks for the workflow, which tasks took less than 2s?), on the other hand, is more complex than the first two. In its sentential form, we can see it is asking a question with multiple steps. In all, it took 162.79 seconds to complete. It required the traversing of every component in the system: Makeflow + the Work Queue master, each worker, and every task. All 229MB of JSON metalogs were fetched by JX, read
into memory, then evaluated upon. In systems which produce much larger logs (e.g. have particularly verbose and long-lived components), we would expect to see that queries on the whole take longer while following the trends shown in Lifemapper.

9.6 Key Usage of TLQ

We have demonstrated TLQ can be used not only in fully realized production systems; it can also be used when initially scaling up a serial workload. We took POV-Ray from an inefficient sequential pipeline to a highly parallel pipeline, and TLQ helped uncover an issue along the way. Our experience with POV-Ray highlights a few key uses for TLQ: decluttering a user’s workspace on a head node (the machine they first log in to in a cluster, cloud, or grid), using command line tools directly on components in an open system, and queries uncovering interesting data for subsequent investigation.

One of the most tangible benefits of using TLQ is keeping debug logs at their machine of origin. POV-Ray debug logs are not particularly long since each frame render job is quite short. However, bringing 3,000 logs to a user’s workspace can lead to an instance of a needle in a haystack problem.

We demonstrated why using TLQ can help with the overall network overhead of the system and can reduce total roundtrip time for some queries with Lifemapper while with POV-Ray we highlighted how useful TLQ is for decluttering the workspace. In the example of the missing implicit input file, bringing all 3,000 logs to the user would have been redundant. They all said the same thing with the same error message. We only needed to request back one to get that information.

Imagine, instead, that every log was different. Each one contained (mostly) unique information. Collecting all of these locally and leaving it up to the user to figure out which ones are relevant would be entirely unhelpful. It is likely they would experience information overload. Instead, with TLQ, the user chooses which information to see
and to what extent (whether running a query or retrieving the whole log).

We also demonstrated how TLQ can make effective use of already existing utilities. It provides an architecture upon which traditionally serial tools can be used effectively in an open system. The third query for POV-Ray could have used JX’s \texttt{like} and \texttt{len} functions to arrive at the same answer.

But, we can also rely on proven, decades-old utilities like \texttt{grep} and \texttt{wc} which have additional built-in functionality outside the scope of a querying language. In addition, we can make use of the UNIX philosophy of pipelining multiple tools together to create a desired output. TLQ makes it possible to quickly piece together a UNIX style tool chain and execute it on arbitrary logs in an open system, something which was not possible before purely due to the user not knowing \textit{where} their debug logs were located.

Essentially, a user is not locked in to the TLQ ecosystem. By design, TLQ does not provide its own version of popular tools. It is designed to allow the execution of these programs \textit{on top} of its architecture. If the user wants to continue running the utilities with which they are familiar, but they now find themselves executing their workloads in an open system, TLQ empowers them to continue using what they know rather than forcing them to adopt something brand new.

Finally, we showed the importance of \textit{exploration} in the troubleshooting process. A user typically does not know (and may not care) what information a debug log contains, its formatting, etc. \textit{until} there is a problem. TLQ helps a user uncover the structure and data of their logs iteratively. The first POV-Ray query uncovered the set of Work Queue workers and pointed out which ones had failed tasks. The third POV-Ray query followed up on this uncovered information with a more specific question. The fourth Lifemapper query was the represents a multi-step question, the culmination of a user exploring what data exists in their logs. It is an iterative process which allows the user to explore the content of their system’s debug output.
at their own pace.

The queries we shown for Lifemapper were complete, and by virtue of their completeness the final two were quite complex. However, TLQ allows a user to build up to this. They do not have to know *exactly* what information they want to find from the get-go. Further, they do not have to query all the components of the system if they do not want to do so. The user can pick and choose at their own speed, iteratively building more complex and specific queries until they find the information they need. This sense of exploring the debug data rather than collecting it and having to know its structure *a priori* is a boon for users just getting started with TLQ.
CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

The inherent complexities of distributed systems make them notoriously difficult to effectively troubleshoot. Misbehaviors can occur in remote places in the system and ripple outward. They can also be obscured by various levels of indirection as components interact. Many tools exist to help make this process more tractable, however they lose their effectiveness when applied to open distributed systems. These systems have three critical features which make them more complex than general distributed systems: transient membership, on-demand placement, and resources spanning independent domains.

10.1 Summary of Key Contributions

We have introduced TLQ (Troubleshooting via Log Query) as an architecture for troubleshooting these open systems. It provides crucial functionality which allows users to effectively investigate misbehaviors in their system(s). These are log discovery, log custody, and web-inspired querying. TLQ makes the troubleshooting experience of open systems more convenient (and in some cases makes it possible where before it was not).

Not all problems encountered in an open system result in outright failure. We demonstrated firsthand two classes of distributed system problems (misconfigurations and performance issues) through the lens of the capacity resource provisioning metric [66]. While both of these classes can end in the termination of a system, we saw when experienced in Work Queue this was not the case. Implementing a basic
troubleshooting dashboard for this specific problem led to further examination of how distributed systems are structured and why troubleshooting them is so difficult.

When first implementing TLQ, we determined there were two key pieces of functionality which were necessary to overcome the additional complexities of troubleshooting an open system: log discovery and log custody. A user is not typically aware of where all the components in their system live. This is especially true of open systems where it may be impossible to transparently make the location of components known to the user without help. Log discovery in TLQ surmounts this barrier. Each component which lands on a machine being monitored by TLQ can advertise its existence to the local log server. A unique ID will be assigned to this component, acting as a name for the component’s log. This name is then communicated to the user, advertising to them its existence. Now that a user knows what components exist and where, they are able to retrieve that component’s debug log or operate upon it with command line tools remotely via TLQ.

But, some component are ephemeral. They exist for only a short time. After they complete, the underlying resource provisioning mechanisms are liable to remove all traces of its existence. Log custody enables each log server to take ownership of all logs they are told exist. Rather than logs existing in a sandbox which will be cleaned up upon a component’s completion, they can be redirected to the log server’s working directory. If this is not possible, it will periodically copy the log. Users are allowed to take their time analyzing or requesting individual logs since they are retained at the log servers until explicitly told otherwise. Not only does TLQ keep track and own each log. It also parses each to a standard format (in this case JSON). Not every tool can handle heterogeneous formats, so TLQ makes it possible to reasonably query any debug log using one format.

Finally, TLQ provides a querying experience designed from the beginning to operate in an open system. We discussed various existing database technologies and
a graph traversal engine, showing how each fell short of TLQ’s use case. It became clear that the structure of an open distributed system is much like the World Wide Web. Components interact with each other, creating links which can be traversed to find interesting connections in the system which may have been obfuscated to the user. The JX language was expanded to give it the necessary functionality to perform queries which traverse these links. The additions to JX allow powerful queries to be constructed from a few basic operations: fetch, select, and project. Other built-in JX functions provide a breadth of the types of questions a user may want to ask of their debug output, and we have demonstrated examples of those interesting questions in practice as JX queries.

While the primary research outcome of our work creating TLQ was verifying its capability to accurately help troubleshoot open systems, we also explored certain performance considerations for using TLQ. These included roundtrip querying times, network data transfer overhead, cases where the performance of log servers and the user client degrade, and the choice of querying language. We demonstrated that at scale TLQ’s architecture is more performant for its use case than its contemporaries which collect debug output to a centralized node (or set of nodes). Only relevant output is transferred to the user upon request, eliminating the need for expensive data transfers when possible.

All together, TLQ’s mechanisms and its architecture allow us to answer significant questions about open distributed systems. When my distributed system does something unexpected, where do I look to find out why? Which pieces of the system are likely culprits for unexpected behavior? How can I access those, if I can at all? How do I make sense of their debug output? At the most fundamental level, TLQ provides transparency where the system may be obscured, gives direct access to debug output, and provides a rich querying experience designed particularly for open distributed systems.
10.2 Potential for Future Work

The creation of an interactive web interface with a visualization showing the relationship(s) between each component as a property graph would be a useful next step in TLQ’s development. This would go a long way toward increasing user understanding of how their system is structured. In addition, this web interface would act as a user client through which a user could submit both JX and command line queries. The command line interface does not provide functionality like autoformatting and providing tips on how to construct JX queries. This is made practical with a web-based graphical user interface. Novel research could be conducted on the effectiveness of visualizations to help a user comprehend how their system behaves.

The second lesson learned presented in Chapter 6 focused on the lack of standardization in log structure across components. The parsers provided with TLQ went a long way to making a standardized, queryable interface for JX. However, the creation of individualized parsers for each type of debug log was a tedious task. Each parser had a significant piece of functionality in common: each transformed all lines of the original log into a JSON representation. The primary customization came from figuring out what metadata was necessary to pull out of the log to put at the top level (for ease of querying) and how to find the links each component’s debug log made to other components. It may be possible to more intelligently find these links, and it may not be necessary to tediously pull out metadata if each line of debug output (as JSON) is made readily queryable. It is worth investigating whether a single, generic parser is sufficient to provide a useful, queryable set of debug output for TLQ. Further, it is worth investigating policies for parsing logs (such as on-demand when a component is queried, periodically, or with event-based mechanisms such as component completion).

Finally, a usability study of TLQ could prove interesting. Considering long-term system level tools like Recon for supercomputers operate on debug logs which...
accumulate data for months at a time, it would be useful to assess TLQ’s capability
to handle similar situations. Our work thus far has focused on using TLQ on a per-
user basis. The user sets up the log servers (whether by hand or submitting them to
a scheduler), modifies their system to use the monitor script on each component, and
starts up the user client. However, TLQ used in a system administration capacity
would accommodate potentially many simultaneous users. Both the scale of data
and of users would be investigated to see the limits of TLQ.

10.3 Parting Thoughts

_We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology and yet have
cleverly arranged things so that almost no one understands science and technology._

- Carl Sagan

Working on TLQ has provided a key insight to the nature of contemporary dis-
tributed systems. We have seen more layers of indirection being placed on components
such as using a submitter process to send off function invocations to a staging node
in a cloud which then forwards those computations to serverless computing resources
which then operate according to their own rules. Compounding this is an increase
in _things_ which are becoming distributed. This includes adding edge devices and
Internet of Things devices to the cloud, allowing them to be harnessed as low-power,
expendable resources. Consumer workstations and laptops can be plugged in to clus-
ter resources, supplementing the usual server rack machines used in academic and
industry compute resources creating wildly heterogeneous systems. Cloud computing
is becoming the norm for how services are provided. Things which were once tra-
ditionally hosted in a centralized or closed fashion have begun being served in open
distributed systems.

TLQ provides a way to peel back the obfuscation these trends have placed over
components. However, it is not necessarily the only way this can be done. We imagine it will become a greater priority for users of distributed systems to better understand how their systems behave and why. This is becoming harder to easily provide. TLQ shows an example of how an open distributed system can be made transparent, how it can be investigated, and why it is important that users be able to interact with their systems to better understand how they work.
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